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Introduction
We may not always realise this, but everything that
is happening today actually influences what our future is going to look like. For example, the advances
in work automation, which have been talked about
particularly often recently, influence the future look
of office buildings and, consequently, our cities. After
all, today, we usually build office blocks which are
tall and have a lot of panes. This is because people
need access to daylight for their work comfort. This
generates enormous costs for construction companies and has an impact on the quality of life in cities.
Tall buildings cast a shadow, take up space, eliminate
greenery from cities, prevent one from seeing the sky
– to say nothing of other problems (related to energy,

trend of inclusiveness and diversity that is extremely

for example) generated by them. But if in the future,

strong at present.

work is performed by robots instead of people, we

Another great value of the report is the fact that one

may imagine that we will be able to construct buil-

of the research methods used in it has been the so-

dings underground, for robots do not need daylight

called speculative design. Office blocks of the future

to work.

have been designed for each of the respective scena-

Of course, there are many more such factors of chan-

rios in cooperation with the Faculty of Architecture of

ge, including, among others: depletion of resources,

the Gdańsk University of Technology. Those designs

energy crisis, lack of contact with nature, knowledge

not only allow to imagine the coming future better,

-based economy, innovation culture, nomadic lifesty-

but also ask the question of whether that future is tru-

le, and the threat of terrorism and declining sense of

ly one we desire. I shall leave you with that question

security. We have analysed them in the report which

as well. I hope that you will find this report interesting

you are holding right now. As a result, we present he-

not only in its research aspect, but actually provoking

rein five scenarios in which buildings are changeable

deeper reflections on where we are today and where

over time, invisible, self-sufficient, built in harmony

we are heading.

with nature and inclusive. Each scenario requires a
different amount of time to be carried out. The most

I wish you a good read,

distant in time is the Invisible Architecture scenario

Natalia Hatalska

– due to the not yet fully developed technological capabilities; the one in our most immediate future is For
the People and by the People – which falls into the
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Gdańsk, November 2017

Methodology
The following report, published by infuture hatalska foresight institute and Skanska is an attempt to answer the question concerning the
future of office buildings. The report presents
five different scenarios from a mid-term and long-term perspective.
The scenarios included in this report were developed with the use of several research methods,
including: environment scanning, signals based
forecasting, and qualitative research (in-depth
expert interviews). Change factors were analysed according to the STEEP model (sociological
– technological – economic – environmental –
political).
Additionally, the scenarios are based on speculative design research developed by students from
the Department of Architecture of the Gdańsk
University of Technology. Designing solutions for
problems that don’t really exist yet, they helped
us gain a broader overview of occurring changes
and diagnose long-term trends (like, for instance, living buildings). On the one hand, speculative design showed us possible development
paths (also by presenting us new technologies
in architecture and civil engineering, e.g. metamaterials), and on the other hand – it made us
ask ourselves some questions: is this the future
we want, the future we fear, or the future we’re
waiting for?

1. Speculative design uses conventional design tools and methodology, which
yields results which are sometimes indistinguishable from a prototype ready
for implementation, which forces the recipient to reflect on occurring
changes in various areas.
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Scenarios of the future

For the People & By the People (Inclusion & Diversity)
–– office building will have to become more open and
useful for numerous purposes, taking more and more
into account the age, gender, experiences and needs of
different groups of people. This very diverse and heterogeneous society of tenants and local people that belong
to a given space will become even more important. The
local society will participate more and in the life of facilities and office buildings, making spaces useful even
after standard working hours.

In Symbiosis with Nature – this scenario predicts that all
future buildings will be „green” and that they are going
to make use of multiple solutions based on so-called
“green infrastructure” (green terraces, roofs, plant-covered façades, indoor or outdoor gardens, plant-covered
walls). All of this will make “green areas” more than just
decorations. This scenario includes a total change in the
ways of thinking and the need to come back to nature.

6
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Independent & Self-Sufficient – it’s based on the assumption that in the future every building will be an autonomous unit, meaning that it will be able to function
independent of outside infrastructure. The buildings will
be delivering 100% of the energy demand, according to
the needs of their inhabitants. In such office buildings,
the sense of security of their users will be very high, as
it will not be possible to hinder its functioning in case
of any unexpected events: cataclysms, sudden weather
changes, terrorist attacks or even ordinary malfunctions.

Adaptability & Flexibility – it predicts that all future
buildings will be changing in time, flexible, never completely defined, and adjustable to their users (when it
comes to their shape and functionality). This scenario
is currently driven by trends such as: modularity, multifunctionality, dynamics and adaptation. Advanced
technologies make it possible for buildings to transform
freely depending on current needs of their tenants or
the number of teams working there.

Invisible Architecture – it assumes that buildings are
becoming “invisible” to people in cities. They don’t only
blend in with the environment without disturbing the
space around them – thanks to applying innovative
solutions and technologies they almost disappear from
cities. This scenario is also an answer to ever decreasing spaces in cities and architectural mess, and it corresponds strongly to the ever-stronger notion of respect
towards cultural heritage and urban landscape.
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Trends on the timeline

Prepared by: infuture hatalska foresight institute 2017.
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Office space today —
a summary of a qualitative
study
In August 2017, infuture hatalska foresight institute

a consulting company, the organizers of a national

conducted in-depth interviews with company re-

conference, an enterprise dealing with service design,

presentatives and employees who use office spaces

a company providing services in PR and social media,

every day and with representatives of administrators

and a company that offers services in personal deve-

managing office space. The interviewees included: an

lopment and event organization. All of the above were

international corporation providing financial services,

using office spaces of diverse sizes – from entire buil-

a Polish online medium with several offices in Poland,

dings through a single floor in an office building to ren-

a company dealing with tax advisory and audit,

ting a single desk in a coworking space.

Facebook office in Menlo Park (California, usa)
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Source: newsroom.fb.com

Among the respondents there were people with va-

possible to create a list of traits of what an office is or

rious profiles due to their age, gender, and type of

should be like.

business. The study focused on issues concerning the
needs of employees and tenants, as well as various
aspects that people appreciate about working in an
office space. We were also searching for challenges
that the designers of office spaces and the people
who manage them will have to face in such a way that
those challenges correspond to the actual reality of tomorrow. The results presented below concentrate on
common points and aspects that connect the statements of the respondents.
Offices have been going through a quiet revolution in
recent years – this transformation leads from identical
rooms – small cubicles, through open space halls, to
places designed to meet individual needs that support
and stimulate quiet work, cooperation, as well as creativity. Based on the answers of the interviewees, it was

Relationships

Modern office space is primarily a relationship-based
space that should facilitate establishing and strengthening interpersonal relations and using them for
business purposes – both inside one’s own team and
among tenants.
In case of big companies, space should enable not only
effective communication inside teams performing
their daily tasks, but also having one-to-one conversations without the need to use separate conference rooms. It should also facilitate building informal relations
during lunch breaks with a properly designed canteen
or kitchen space.
Quoting one of our interviewees using coworking space:

Skanska offices operate according to Activity Based Working

Source: Skanska
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Amazon office in Seattle

It is essential for companies in such a space to complement each other in terms of
competency. If a space is meant to facilitate cooperation, it’s good if not everyone
works in HR or marketing. Diversity is key.
It is worth noting that the possibility to have contact
with others also motivates people to come to the office and is the main reason behind abandoning home
office or a tiny corner in a café. Relations with others
provide us with various stimulations and inspirations
that can be hard to find when you are a one-person
company working at home or a unique expert in a big
corporation.

Flexibility2

The key trait that companies expect is flexibility of office space. That concerns very different issues – from
a lease agreement that can quickly be signed and terminated (this is particularly important for small companies and difficult for administrators of office spaces)
to providing space for rapidly growing teams. Some
people also pointed out that their working system was
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Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute

a hybrid of places and that they only needed office
buildings to perform creative teamwork or meet their
clients. They expect the administrators of office spaces
to present them with a variant-based offer. It was also
emphasized that working on data stored in a cloud
frees them from the obligation to be in one place, as
it’s possible to access it from numerous locations.

Multifunctionality and modularity

Those categories are related to creating various office
zones, the possibility to create customized space arrangements thanks to elements like retractable walls/
screens and modular furniture (like a few chairs that
can be combined into a table). Office spaces should
be divided into several zones such as: quiet rooms for
individual work, chill-out zone, entertainment zone,
a place to have a meal and to run a meeting. Research shows that a key challenge is to provide the right
balance between space for quiet work and common
rooms; one of them usually dominates. Architectural
openness of space supports cooperation but it creates a lot of noise.
2. See: the Adaptability & Flexibility scenario.

Amazon office in Seattle

Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute

It’s hard to balance a large number of
open spaces and providing people with
places to work in silence.

ters that make up wellbeing, it is often still a failing

Agnieszka, service designer

I meet more and more people who take
short walks around the building during
breaks to be able to breathe fresh air for
a while. During work, we can only use air
conditioning.

In the process of designing office space for their employees, one of the companies participating in our
study introduced a number of solutions that simultaneously guarantee the possibility to work together and
a low level of noise. This can be achieved through
proper height of the rooms, materials that walls and
ceilings are made from, and through using special floor coverings, paints, and fabrics.

aspect. As a manager of one of the corporations points
out:

A co-owner of an audit company states that employees often experienced migraines and mood drops as
a result of spending countless hours in conference rooms without daylight and fresh air (as they often perform their work in their clients’ offices).

Comfort3

The modern office should be a comfortable place that
has access to daylight, provides fresh air (and not just
air conditioning, which can cause numerous conflicts)
and a nice view or a perspective beyond the back of
another employee or the wall of a neighbouring building. Though all of the above are elementary parame-

An absolutely essential element of an office that supports wellbeing is good coffee from a coffee machine.
One of the respondents compared the lack of such to
a disaster caused by a collapsing wall. The space around a coffee machine is like the heart of an office space. Being part of a group is a basic human need and
office space should allow us to fulfil it.
3. See: the In Symbiosis with Nature scenario.
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Nature4

he conducts regular talks with employees to identify

green areas – both inside offices and around them – are

it. A representative of an office space administrator

According to the participants of our study, nature and

elements that hamper effective work or don’t support

an element that allows one to find balance between

said:

periods of intense work during the day and provides

I would create green areas around offices, so that I could relax for a moment by
going to the garden and watching my tomato grow.

I think that designing office spaces is
similar to planning lawns. An architect
looks from up above and makes them
look good but people create their own
shortcuts anyway. Everyone seems to
think that people use space in a certain
way but life can prove them wrong.

Design

Coworking

a moment of comfort. In the words of one representative of a consulting company:

One representative of an office space administrator
stated:

It’s becoming nicer now. It was once enough for a person to have a small desk in
a grey space. And now the more aware
a company is, the more they care about
office design.
This is all about design and beauty that have become
an imminent part of the catalogue of traits of a modern office. It also becomes more and more evident
that people abandon metal, glass or plastic in favour
of more cosy, warm, homely spaces . The demarcation
line between office and home design becomes blurry. One of its manifestations can be an example given
by one of the participants: Hera Hub coworking space,
where at first glance it could be difficult to notice office
space at all.

Ergonomics6

A vital point for smaller companies is the need to share space in form of coworking and devices such as
a printer or a scanner, and the possibility to use various
modern technologies. An important element is a large
table situated in a common area that enables teamwork and sharing ideas with various people, not only
the members of one’s own team.

The key challenges that office centres have to face according to the participants are:
• location in places providing access to a large number of diverse services, from nurseries to cosmetic
salons,
• lack of parking spaces and traffic7 caused by masses
of employees commuting at similar hours,
• providing the possibility to work in silence,
• efficient use of office spaces – taking into consideration flexibility of work, fluctuations of teams, and
buildings becoming deserted after hours.

The best designed solutions are those we don’t really
notice, as they allow us to concentrate on our work instead of fighting, say, a badly adjusted chair. The most
important needs include efficiency, ergonomics and
usefulness of various devices, as well as availability of
space for people with special needs.
One representative of a large company indicated that

14
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4. See: the In Symbiosis with Nature scenario.
5. See: the Adaptability & Flexability scenario.
6. See: the Invisible Architecture scenario.
7. More on page 62.

Speculative design
The project „Office buildings of the future” is an example of successful interdisciplinary cooperation of
two different institutions and of the combination of
science and business. Infuture hatalska foresight institute supported the students of the Department of
Architecture of the Gdańsk University of Technology
during the entire summer term (2017) in their work
on projects from the area of speculative design. Based on cultural, sociological, environmental, political
and economic trends developed by Infuture institute, the architects-to-be designed office buildings that
could function in the future. The key assumption was
for every project to be substantially set in reality and
for each visionary concept to have scientific grounds.
It was also important for their works to not only focus
on the shape of the building, but also to search for
an idea – a direction that thinking of office buildings
and technologies applied in them is going to follow.
A summary of the project was a contest held in cooperation with Skanska company that 38 works were
signed up for. Buildings made from microplastic, metamaterials, perovskites, filtering membranes or carbon fibre, were presented in the contest. Dynamic,
modular objects living in harmony with nature and
self-sufficient. Underwater, underground, floating in
air or located on Mars. All of the concepts and their
descriptions served as our inspiration in the process
of creating this report and motivated is to diagnose
trends even more thoroughly and attempt to answer
the question of what kind of future is possible. Select
projects are presented in this report as illustrations for
described scenarios of the future.

creating a result that’s often indistinguishable from the finished prototype,

Contest exhibition at the
Technical University in Gdańsk

making the recipients reflect on the changes that occur in different areas.

Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute

8. Speculative design applies the tools and methods of traditional design
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„Tomorrow is today – only it’s tomorrow”.
Sławomir Mrożek
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Nowadays only a small group of architects, often cal-

opened in April 2017. The building is 100% powered

led star architects – those on the top 20 list of the

by renewable energy from one of the biggest solar

most famous and recognized ones, create and exe-

installations in the world. Its roof, covered in solar pa-

cute visionary projects. Companies like Bjarke Ingels

nels, produces 17 MW of electrical energy, and the air

Group (BIG Architects) or Vincent Callebaut create fu-

exchange system applied requires no heating or air

turistic designs that are an expression of the attempt

conditioning for 9 months during the year.

to look into the future in a creative manner, but those

The designs and buildings listed above, along with nu-

companies are only contemporary followers of Anto-

merous other examples, were the subject of analyses

nio Sant’Elia who worked in early 20th century; his vi-

conducted by students during seminars that accom-

sions – ground-breaking in his time – remained only

panied the contest organized by infuture hatalska

on paper.

foresight institute and Skanska. Examples of contem-

A leading company in the area of carrying out visio-

porary futuristic projects, found, presented and analy-

nary projects is undoubtedly the company Foster and

sed by the participants of the seminar, served as basis

Partners. Already in the years 1992-1995, working on

for formulating their own visions.

a revitalization of the German parliament building

The project conducted together with z infuture ha-

in Berlin, the company used many technologies that

talska foresight institute and Skanska is an example

were innovative back in the day – including advan-

of good and valuable cooperation not only when it

ced renewable energy sources. The solutions applied

comes to students but also to us, professors, and the

allow the building to produce more energy than it

general academic society that had the chance to get

consumes. The technologies used in it are now po-

to know the works created over the course of the en-

pular, although it would still be hard to call them

tire term, presented on the post-contest exhibition.

common. One example of contemporary work desi-

Activities like creating a project through participating

gned and executed by this company that applies the

in a competition for students (in this case it was an

latest technologies is Apple Park in Cupertino (Cali-

exceptionally visionary contest) fit perfectly into the

fornia, USA) – the headquarters of Apple company,

educational program, and at the same time create
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a great opportunity to escape for a moment from

nary designs when it comes to creativity and the level

purely architectural and technical matters, from the

of attention to detail.

reality full of regulations, from technical norms and

When we compare the concept of an apartment and

conditions, even from bureaucracy, and look at desi-

work of the first settlers on Mars, presented by Foster

gn from a wider point of view – in an even more cre-

& Partners in the visionary NASA 3D-Printed Habi-

ative manner, thanks to leaving all of those limitations

tat Challenge (1st prize in the competition resolved

behind for a little while.

in May 2017) and the works awarded in the infutu-

This project undoubtedly made people reflect deeper

re-Skanska student competition, it turns out that the

and look into the future, which is no easy task. It trig-

latter are not much below expert level9.

gered vivid discussions and motivated students to ac-

The results of the competition made us reflect on the

tively look for advanced solutions and for ways of ap-

process of educating architects. Dynamic progress

plying constantly changing technologies. Looking at

of science and technology forces a change in thin-

my own example, when I started to work – which was

king about design. There is a popular statement that

more than 25 years ago – I was working with tools that

some objects are already technologically obsolete at

are now little known and rarely used, and their na-

the moment of being put into use (a typical example

mes sound strange now: scales, scribbles, ruling pens,

of such realizations are, for instance, air stations). The

graphs, rapidographs, or carbon paper. Today, it’s not

reason for this is very dynamic development of tech-

only an architects’ work that has changed - the whole

nology, which makes it impossible to „catch up” with

architecture, applied technologies and materials are

the latest solutions due to the time spent on design

different now. All of this had to be taken into account

and execution.

during our work on the competition. The atmosphere

The competition for students held in cooperation

of work was very turbulent, and initially it was diffi-

with infuture hatalska foresight institute and Skanska

cult to step away from technical thinking. One of the

demonstrated the need for constant and permanent

recurring themes were, for instance, issues related to

improvements in the educational process looking

evacuations and how they are going to be solved 50-

towards the future. The dynamics of change that we

80 years from now.

are now witnessing makes us, design teachers, face

Another challenge was also the use of new construc-

the challenge of reorienting the didactic process and

tion materials and technologies that are now only in

creating teaching models that will allow our students

the phase of testing and laboratory trials. Searching

a few or a dozen years from now to be able to inde-

for those materials and technologies was a task as-

pendently and successfully deal with a reality so diffe-

signed to participants of the seminar that was sup-

rent from the one they were in while studying.

porting the project classes. Thanks to the research
conducted by students, many of the solutions include
new materials, such as perovskites (a structure that
enables the use of photovoltaic processes on large
surfaces), metamaterials (structures that create a “disappearing” surface effect) or incredibly resistant carbon fibres used as construction material.
During the entire term, the designs were gradually
becoming bolder and more visionary. I’m very pleased to say that the projects turned out to be very
interesting, creative, sometimes even very surprising.
Many of them can be compared to professional visio-

9. https://www.fosterandpartners.com/news/archive/2017/09/foster-partnersbranch-technology-win-first-prize-in-nasa-3d-printed-habitat-challenge/
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for the people & by the people

for the people
and
by the people

(inclusion & diversity)
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for the people & by the people

Keywords:
Inclusion, sense of inclusion,
diversity, place making

Drivers of change:
economic (knowledge-driven economy,
human economy, innovativeness, womenomics),
social (needs and values of generations Y and Z,
multi-generationality)

Time perspective:
short- and medium-term
(1–5 years, 5–20 years)
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Scenario
The role of inclusion today grows at a very fast pace,

a bigger number of people and to understand more

not only in business. The focus on diversification of

social groups.

the work force as well as the fact that more and more

In June 2016, 30 technological companies in the US

companies pay attention to the including diverse em-

signed an obligation that they will aim at making the-

ployees in their teams, are currently highly noticeable.

ir teams composed of “fully representative groups” for

Companies have understood that in such a diverse

the population of this country. Financial companies

world, teams composed of people representing va-

in Great Britain have committed to ensure that within

rious generations, genders as well as different beliefs

five years women will be on almost 1/3 of higher-le-

or nationalities very often create a competitive advan-

vel jobs (currently, less than 5% of CEOs on the For-

tage on the market. Such teams are more innovative

tune 500 list are women). Also the approach to LGBT

and creative, and are able to respond to the needs of

employee and consumers are changing. In Japan,

cze:

norodność,

mi an:

spodarka oparta na wiedzy,
innowacyjność, womenomics),
by i wartości pokoleń Y i Z,
ość)

wa czasowa:

rminowa

20
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scenario

for the people & by the people

companies start to apply a separate policy for LGBT

aiming at diversity will be on a less advantageous bu-

employees. Many companies in the US took steps to

siness situation, regardless of the political situation”.

make their Muslim employees feel safe and accepted

The trend related to inclusion will thus increase in the

at work.

upcoming months and years, which will also directly

The role of diversity is gaining more attention, while

translate into the places of work and offices.

research shows that companies applying a policy of

In the For the People and By the People scenario,

inclusion are more profitable than their competitors

offices will have to be characterised by bigger open-

who are less diverse when it comes to employment.

ness and usability, taking into account the age, gen-

Bloomberg analysts in London and Singapore have

der, experience and needs of various people group to

indicated that the results of the most diverse com-

a bigger extent. The diverse and various community

panies in terms of the gender, that they have resear-

belonging to a given space will become even more

ched, were better by 141% in the last 10 years.

important – not only the tenants but also the local re-

Corporate diversity is a “business imperative” accor-

sidents. The local community will be more and more

ding to George Nichols, Senior Vice President, Office

active in participation in the life of buildings and of-

of Governmental Affairs at New York Life Insuran-

fice buildings, and will ensure that space is also used

ce, while “companies that do not invest into efforts

after working hours.
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Nomadoffice
Paweł Unger, Faculty of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology
Problem

or psychologists conducting therapy through a vide-

The majority of professions do not depend on the

oconference, as well as lawyers, physicians and mar-

permanent place of work but on access to the Inter-

keting specialists. Thanks to the above, a huge market

net. Digital nomads originate from multiple profes-

of the mobile style of work is developed while the bu-

sions: writers, bloggers, journalists, photographers,

siness potential for providing conditions of work for

programmers, computer graphic designers, teachers

billion of digital nomads in 2035 is growing.

Entrance from the level of the underground station

22
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speculative design

for the people & by the people

Solution

Building structure

The NOMADoffice space was entirely designed using

NOMADoffice is a global network of personalised

a parametrical algorithm. Only input data has to be

offices suiting the digital nomad style of work. Each

specified and thanks to the algorithmic interpreta-

registered user of NOMADoffice has a digital profile

tion, the building geometry and location of the fit-

where they present conditions of work that are com-

tings will be generated automatically. This allows for

fortable to them, including the office fittings and ne-

optimum designing in nearly all locations. Such data

cessary tools. The entire digital environment is stored

as the number of workplaces, height of the ceiling or

on company servers and is uploaded to the devices

building outline are flexibly modified according to

available at the used location. The customer reserves

the needs

an office at one of the locations in the global network
for a given period and works in an identical environment, regardless of the place where they are located.
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The company model is designed for employees that

blinds to increase the comfort of work. Sunlight ac-

travel or people who do not have their own place of

cess at NOMADoffice is fully controlled and adjusted

work.

for work with a computer monitor.

A mobile office is the key aspect in effectiveness and

NOMADoffice offers no additional services such as

it reduces the time for preparing the working envi-

catering or relaxation zones. Due to the location in

ronment. In terms of psychology, it enables employ-

the city centre, the project assumes using the local

ees to feel the sense of security and company stabil-

services and recreation areas (nearby parks and local

ity due to the non-changing conditions of the office

spaces). Thanks to the above, the building is treated

space. NOMADoffice assumes that the office will be

as a part of the local organism and not a self-suffi-

accessed directly from the tube station which short-

cient, hermetic unit. Additionally, Steve Johnson, the

ens the time of commuting to work.

author of “Future Perfect”, indicates that creativity is

Centres of metropolises are very dense so there is

stimulated thanks to non-formal meetings during

a shortage of space for new investments. The project

breaks in work. When the employee leaves the office,

assumes to adapt underground spaces located below

they are released from the mental load and encour-

the local areas, minimising interference with the part

aged to complete physical activities. It also provokes

located on the ground while making it more attrac-

interaction with other users of the local space which

tive.

makes the building more social despite absence of

Direct sunlight in office buildings does not have many

large common areas located inside.

applications. On a sunny day, employees close the
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Turning Office
Magdalena Dolot, Magdalena Bernardyn,
Faculty of Architecture, Gdansk University
of Technology
Problem
Global warming is one of the many problems of today’s world. As a result, glaciers melt and the level of
waters increases gradually.

Solution
Turning Office is located on water – due to the high
risk of the increasing water level. In order to fully benefit from the location and adjust to the conditions,
particular storeys rotate around the structure’s core.
This enables to provide the biggest amount of sunlight inside and to the photovoltaic cells located on the
building facade, which are the main source of energy.
A wind farm located on the top of the building is an
alternative source of energy.
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Problem

Problem

Currently, one in nine people, i.e. approximately 810

The labour market is undergoing changes. There are

million people are at the age of 60 and more. Howe-

more and more people performing freelance work

ver, according to a UN report, in 2050 it will be one

who do not have a permanent job or working hours. It

in five people, i.e. over 2 billion. This is not a problem

is anticipated, that in the future we will work less. The

of only rich countries. Currently, in developing coun-

8-hour work day of today will be forgotten and the

tries, there are approximately 65% people who are 60

working mode will change its character. A job must

years old or older but in 2050, this number will be

be convenient, adaptive and the working atmosphere

80%.

must be casual and friendly. Offices will be open 24/7

The authors of the report also emphasise that along

for people that no longer work according to the stan-

with increasing number of elderly people, the num-

dard 8-hour work day. The offices will also look dif-

ber of people suffering from dementia will also rise. In

ferent. The seated lifestyle and its consequences will

2010, there was approximately 35.5 million such pe-

have to be adjusted to the new work model.

ople in the world. Every year this number is increased
by 7.7 million. This shows that the entire city will have
to adapt to the needs of elderly people.

Solution

Solution

Turning Office features a medical centre in the bot-

Work is flexible at Turning Office. Offices in the buil-

tom part of the building. Thanks to the above, medical

ding are not separate rooms – they are arranged in an

aid will always be handy in unexpected circumstan-

open space, divided into smaller areas surrounded by

ces. Due to the height of the buildings, there will be

greenery. Thanks to the above, all users will not feel

no stairs that can be a problem for elderly people.

that they are at work – the atmosphere will be friendly
and casual.
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2050 year

49 floors

Height: 328 m

46 x 30m

8 lifts

Access to the building
from air

Situated on water
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Signals of change
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

ment of sanitary conditions, change of eating habits,

Development (OECD) prepared report entitled: “In

access to education, medical progress, technological

It Together: Why Less Inequality Benefits All” and

innovations, etc.). Special teams exist already today

“Productivity-Inequality

Nexus”,

where

it described a number of recom-

at Google or Intel that are responsible for
managing diversity and an inclusion

Unstrategy that help managers.
Nowadays, representatives
doubtedly, the
ducing inequalities and
of as many as four generaenergy and involvement
increasing
inclusion.
tions work at one comThe indicated docupany.
as well as the needs are diffements include sugOn the one hand,
rent
when
we
think
of
a
20
year
old
gestions
relating
young, energetic peto
implementing
ople appear on the
and a 70 year old working together
lifelong
learning
labour market, while
– even when we assume that the latprogrammes, creon the other, increter is fully capable and has plenty of
ating
appropriate
asingly older people
incentives for comwork with them. The
energy. Hence it is a huge challenge
pleting investments
majority of European
to combine the expectations and
based on innovations
countries
(including
and activating entrerelations of various age groups
preneurship also among
with regard to the place
women, supporting aid
programmes on the labour
of work.
mendations that contribute to
economic growth, while re-

market for all social groups, indi-

cating the necessity of inclusive growth. On of the aims of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development is to create inclusive, save,
resistant and sustainable cities, while indicating that
cities and their spaces will play a key role in achieving
sustainable development on a global scale.
The For the People and by the People scenario also
relates to broad social changes that will also affect
civil development and architecture. It is associated
with the fact that people not only work longer but
also the retirement age is prolonged, and people are
more active and healthier (this results from improveSource: infuture hatalska foresight institute
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e.g.: Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Greece, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain) have made a decision in the recent years about increasing the retirement age, both
for men and women. Some of the countries plan to
increase it even further (up to 72 years in certain cases) in the upcoming decades, which means that professional activeness will cover as many as 50 years!
In traditional design, the default recipient of infrastructure was a fully capable man, whereas buildings
featured staircases and multiple storeys. Communication routes, sanitary devices, architectural details,
illumination and information systems created numerous barriers and difficulties for over 30% users. The
aging society for the construction or development industry means that it needs to adjust to its needs and
ensure comfort of work on the one hand, while on
the other hand, it also means that you have to remain open to the constantly changing needs of young
people. Undoubtedly, the energy and involvement as
well as the needs are different when we think of a 20
year old and a 70 year old working together – even
when we assume that the latter is fully capable and
has plenty of energy. Hence it is a huge challenge
to combine the expectations and relations of various age groups with regard to the place of work (for
instance: it is clearly visible that millennials and the
so-called baby boomers have different views when it
comes to work), and to ensure that work reflects the
needs of various people and generations.
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With the For the People and by the People scenario,
one needs to take into account the increasingly stronger trend associated with the bigger role of women

The Prishtina Architecture Week

in global economy. In the US, the number of women
who opened a business in 2007–2016, exceeded the
country average five times. Within that period, Poland

is the only such events in Kosovo and

recorded the biggest increase (moving up from the

one of the biggest in the region. In 2016,

12th place to the 9th place) in the “Women in Work”

the main theme related to inclusion. The

index that studies the participation and conditions of

creators of this event explained that it is

women’s participation in the labour market. In 2017,

one of the key problems and architectural

the United Nations Commission on the Status of Wo-

challenges nowadays.

men is dedicated to how the increasing economic
strength of women changes the world. Increasing
participation of women in the labour market has
a decisive meaning also for the economy of Japan
that has been dominated by men until now, and
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which set its target to reach 30% of female leaders
and presidents of companies by 2020. This trend is
also visible in investments where women also note
non-material values of companies when investing,
apart from the rate or return (Impact Investing).
Emancipation of women affects economy and also
social and cultural life as well as architecture and
interior design. Activation of women is also a sort of
a response to the progressing age of societies (in developed countries) and shortages on the labour market. Gender equality is one of the main goals of UN’s
Sustainable Development that is to be reached by
2030. Reinforcing the role of women on the labour
market is also key for achieving other goals, e.g. ending poverty and hunger as well as inclusive economic growth. This trend means the necessity of adjusting the spaces to particular needs, e.g. mother with
children and supporting them in combining work
with motherhood.

„

for the people & by the people

Attention should be paid to
designing communication
routes, number of staircases and
to adjustment of the above to
disabled people or mothers with
babies and strollers. I have
noticed this myself, when
I became a mother. When
entering a building, I see three
steps. When I reached the top
with my stroller, I had to pull
a door to open it which is when
the stroller was pushed back.
These things are very simple but
irritating at the same time.
Dorota, Training Coordinator

The Wing
is a coworking space for women, created by
29-year-old Audrey Gelman. The New York-based space combines features of a gathering of
women (sorority) and a start-up. This place is to
be an answer to the coworking spaces centred
on men and focusing mainly IT experts. Communication at The Wing resembles the history
of suffragettes but it is served in a “millennials
edition” where the rights of women are smoothly intertwined with pop culture. The scale of
success of this idea is exhibited by the fact that
in the first three weeks of its existence, the waiting list exceeded 1,300 people.
Source: www.the-wing.com
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The trend of social idea and inclusion of buildings
(including office buildings) into the urban fabric is visible on a larger scale. The awareness of importance
of office space in the context of employee satisfaction
is increased also with regard to local residents, who
are involved into its functioning.
In innovative facilities, office buildings have been
changing their character for quite some time now.
Former business centres (e.g. Canary Wharf in London) significantly differ from those of today (e.g. Silicon Roundabout). When it comes to the former centres, people leave them immediately after finishing
work. After 5 p.m. such facilities fall asleep. The modern day centres remain awake due to their entire infrastructure, e.g. cafes, meeting places, hair dressers,
laundry services. They are adjusted to the tenants and
to the local residents and their needs.
Facilities designed this way become open places that
are available to anyone. They provide a space for meetings also after work. They are surrounded by gardens, benches, fountains or space for sports activities
(e.g. volleyball or basketball courts). These areas can

Canary Wharf in London

„

Source: flickr.com/Davide D’Amico

It is important that people do
not run away from office space but instead, they feel good
staying in it. To find in such
spaces whatever it is that they
were running away to, e.g.
concert halls, common cooking areas, activities such as
jazz game, people eating icecream.
Silicon Roundabout
Source: flickr/David Guerra Terol
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An outdoor cinema is organised on the patio of the „Nowa Fabryczna” building, where films are displayed for resiSource: Skanska
dents of Lodz, within the project called „Polowka Miejska”.

be used by office tenants and also by residents of nearby areas. The developers of today are more often vi-

Placemaking

sibly involved into the life of local communities; they

is a concept of developing public space

are familiar with rules based on placemaking.

that assumes a multi-aspect approach to
planning, designing and managing, which

Developers organise events that are generally ava-

is to activate local communities and

ilable and propose a rich programme of activities in

involve neighbours to create common pla-

their buildings. This contributes to the fact that the

ces. The vision of public space according

areas surrounding office buildings do not become

to this concept should be defined by pe-

empty once their employees end work but they are

ople who live or work in a given place or

visited by local residents all day. People can deal with

nearby, and it is adjusted to their needs. It

various daily aspects there, meet a friend or relax in

assumes that approximately 80% of suc-

restaurants or spaces that are generally available in

cess of a public space can be assigned to

such facilities.

proper management while a good structure of management highly involves flexibility and openness.
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This scenario’s development is undoubtedly impac-

they will give more (e.g. to the local community or

ted by the business trend clearly visible today, called

excluded groups), rather than take from people.

human economy. In 2016, Deloitte asked representa-

Furthermore, innovation is an additional factor that

tives of the Y Generation from 29 countries, about the

impacts company development. We live in the times

most important values of today’s business to achie-

of knowledge-based economy that is focused on in-

ve long-term success. Such definitions of a business

novative solutions. Teams are diversified on purpose,

as: responsible, based on trust, loyalty, fairness, ethics

as this contributes to creativeness and generating

and providing customer satisfaction while respon-

non-standard ideas. Also company expansion onto

ding to their needs, were ranked on the highest pla-

global markets leads to creating business teams that

ces. People more often want to see companies not

are composed of members representing various na-

being indifferent. They do not want to see corpora-

tionalities and cultures. Research shows, that mana-

tions profiting only their own business but also hel-

gements and organisations that focus on inclusion

ping others, becoming involved into community work

attract more talented employees who achieve better

and caring for their employees. It is even said that in

results for the business. More diverse teams make

the future, companies achieving success will not only

better decisions than less diverse ones.

be green (e.g. focused on sustainable development
and eco-friendliness), but also blue which means that

Cannes Lions 2017
This year during Cannes Lions 2017 (one of
the most important advertisement festivals),
campaigns that promote inclusion were where the winning ones. Brands voted for people
who are often omitted in discussions and
advertisements, e.g. for disabled people, individuals with Down’s Syndrome, transsexual
people, refugees, care providers to elderly people and they assigned a subjectivity to them
(“Down Syndrome Answers” campaign) or
supported them in daily lives (“Chat Yourself”
campaign), as well as social integration. People that appeared in the campaigns fought
against the stereotypical portrayal of them as
casualties, which is exhibited, for instance, in
the spot entitled “We’re the Superhumans”,
awarded with the Grand Prix (Film Lions) as
well as three Gold and thee Silver Lions.
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B uildings that answer this scenario today

Charleston East

Google headquarters (at the design stage),
Mountain View (usa)
The campus of the new Google seat will be an area

ter for the purpose of reusing it while the light block

available to everyone. The idea was to create a buil-

-like structure can be easily relocated (as opposed to

ding that is open to the local community, that could

immobile concrete structures).

be used freely also by residents of Mountain View

Thanks to trees, landscapes, cafes, bicycle lanes the

during the day and at night.

facility is to blur out any differences between buildin-

The designers decided to depart from creating fixed

gs and nature. Around the Charleston East campus,

structures with walls and roofs. The Google facility

a “Green Loop” is to be located. It is a network of pave-

is to be composed of loosely connected structures

ments and bicycle lanes surrounded by greenery, of

covered with something that resembles a transpa-

which some will directly pass through the ground flo-

rent tent – a dome that unifies office space, various

or of this two-storey building. This is where shops and

workshops and laboratories as well as service points,

cafes will be located as well as a number of specially

shops and greenery. The tent-like roof will absorb wa-

-designed spaces for general use.

Design: Heatherwick Studio

Source: www.heatherwick.com
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budynki dziś

Design NBBJ

Source: www.nbbj.com

Amazon campus
Rufus 2.0, Seattle (usa)

38

Three huge globes are compared to the biosphere

it easier to maintain the plants. The structure will be

and are to be created in Seattle to serve company

covered with over 400 botanical species and it will be

employees and city residents as well as to astonish

equipped with a tree-themed meeting room, river,

tourists.

mini-falls and a green conference room. To simplify

Rain falls for over half a year in Seattle. The glazed do-

access to particular buildings for pedestrians, paths

mes will ensure that the people inside are not sepa-

between them were covered with light roof frames

rated from the surroundings but they will be a con-

that look like trees (e.g. providing protection against

sistent project with the city and natural environment.

rain).

The focus was placed primarily on integration with

The plans also assume to develop bicycle lanes aro-

the surrounding city centre. The aim was to combine

und the campus. Additionally, 400 bike racks will be

retail space with a local park and a place of work.

available in each of the buildings which is 3 times the

In green areas, there are plants from all over the world

demand of the city.

that be grown in an office with temperature of 18–

Amazon based its project on assuming that natural

22°C. At night, the temperature in the building is re-

light, plants and an active work mode will reduce the

duced while humidity is increased, which will make

stress of employees and increase their satisfaction.
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Spark

Warsaw (Poland)
Spark is a complex of three buildings which will be

on the premises of the facility (#eco trend).

handed over for use by 2021. The developer also en-

Each building in this investment will be adjusted

sured an interestingly arranged space around the

to people with disabilities, parents with children

investment that will be available to anyone. Not only

or seniors. Apart from the “Facility without barriers”

employees but also residents will be able to spend

certificate, Spark will also feature the WELL certifica-

time in the open area with the amphitheatres, exer-

te. Already at the stage of construction, the develo-

cise zone, trampolines and water mist. From the side

per transformed the popular “Kercelak” into a mo-

of the street, the facility will be separated by careful-

dern, temporary space for meetings. This is where

ly-designed greenery and small architecture in the

workshops for residents of the Wola District were or-

so-called linear park located along the investment.

ganised last years or seasonal activities such as deco-

A small bee garden will be located on the roof of the

rating a Christmas tree together.

first building. The honey obtained from it will be sold
Source: www.skanska.pl
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in symbiosis
with nature
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IN SYMBIOSIS WITH NATURE

Keywords:
biophilic design, wellbeing,
third dimension of cities,
green lungs of cities

Drivers of change:
environmental (climate change),
technological (advanced digitisation),
social (a need for contact with nature,
even if it is an unconscious need),
political (legal regulations)

Time perspective:
short- and medium-term
(1–5 years, 5–20 years)
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Scenario
The scenario In Symbiosis with Nature assumes that

be followed. The scenario predicts that people will be

in the future all buildings and cities will be obligated

increasingly aware of the fact that green infrastructu-

to use solutions based on so-called green infrastruc-

re, environmental policies and ecological standards

ture10. It is going to be connected with a complete

in cities are not only important – but essential, also

change of the way people think and their intense

to their own health and wellbeing. People’s aware-

need to return to nature rather than a fleeting trend.

ness and the need to take care of the city and of the

We have been an urbanised society for only 150 years,

space in which we function every day will increase,

and loss of direct contact with nature takes a toll on

along with the need to make use of urban greenery

our health and wellbeing (civilization diseases, inclu-

and nature and their influence on, for instance, work

ding depression), as well as productivity.
According to the UN, in 2050 as much

efficiency. Thanks to sustainable, green civil
engineering, the world will be able to

as approx. 70% of people around
the world are going to be living in
cities (it’s worth mentioning that
today in Europe the urbanisation rate is 73%). Meanwhile,
in the Global Risks 2016 report
presented during the World
Economic Forum, for the first
time in the history of this publication, environmental and
climate threats were at the top
of the list as those that are going
to have the greatest influence on pe-

significantly reduce the emission

Places and
buildings that maximise benefits for human
beings with minimum impact on the environment
and on our planet, are
becoming the path to
be followed.

ople. The consequences of those changes will include: decreasing areas in cities,

of CO2 and the consumption of
non-renewable sources, contribute to improving air quality, or prevent negative
consequences

of

advan-

cing urbanisation in general. Green buildings don’t
only ensure high quality of
indoor climate, which consists of elements like: acoustic
and thermal comfort, access to
daylight, excellent ventilation and

access to fresh, and pollution-free air
– they also have strong influence on pe-

shrinking of green areas, disturbed water balance

ople’s health and wellbeing. The employee - their ne-

due to omnipresent buildings and artificial surfaces,

eds, health, and mood – will be the centre of interest

omnipresent noise, and increasing air pollution levels.

of modern design.

As a result, there will be more and more factors indu-

The essence of taking care of wellbeing will become

cing numerous civilisation diseases: allergies, cancer,

one of the core values in the development of work

etc.

environment. In order to provide comfort and optimal

Places and buildings that maximise benefits for hu-

conditions for employees, entire multidisciplinary te-

man beings with minimum impact on the environ-

ams will be working to create the best offices. Such

ment and on our planet, are becoming the path to

teams will consist of architects, experts in acoustics

10. Green infrastructure entails elements combining natural environment
with developed areas.
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Bosco Verticale Mediolan

proj. Boeri Studio
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The headquarters of Google in project phase, Mountain View (USA), design: Heatherwick Studio
Source: www.heatherwick.com

and lighting, work organisation consultants, urban
gardeners, people responsible for environmental protection, and psychologists. The purpose of it all is to
understand even more the influence of the environment, in which people spend many hours every day,
on an employee’s wellbeing and efficiency.
So-called biophilic design that already today introduces nature into the work environment is going to
dominate, and nature will be an integral element of
space outside and inside of buildings. Green terraces, green roofs, façades covered with plants, indoor
or outdoor gardens, walls covered with plants - all of
that will make the presence of nature more than just
a decorative element. Its soothing effect on human
psyche or the quality of air in the office will be appreciated. Around the buildings, there will be even more
gardens (also vegetable gardens), nesting boxes for
birds, or beehives. Plants located on façades - apart
from their high aesthetic value - will help to reduce
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Green areas outside the new
headquarters of Apple
Source: flickr.com/Norman Foster

scenario

IN SYMBIOSIS WITH NATURE

air and water pollution, noise and contain dust. This,

So-called green roofs are already becoming incre-

in turn, will translate directly into the quality and

asingly popular. They are a common space for em-

comfort of use of space and it is going to become

ployees, a meeting place. In Copenhagen, since 2010

a sort of a live thermal insulation.

it is obligatory for all newly constructed and modernized buildings with flat roofs (with the roof pitch up

Corporations like Amazon or Google use biophilic de-

to 30°) to be covered with plants. Since that time, the

sign elements to attract and retain the best employ-

obligation to create green roofs has been included in

ees. Outside the new headquarters of Apple there are

most local plans. The green roof program in Copen-

green areas with pathways for running and walking,

hagen is one of the actions on the way to the goal,

and on the inner courtyard there is a park, an orchard,

which is to make the city neutral in the aspect of CO2

ponds, etc. The construction of the building makes

emission by 2025.

people be in contact with nature on a daily basis, and
their routes somehow always cross it.

Amazon Biosphere In Downtown Seattle

Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute
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scenario

Biophilic design
Biophilic design assumes that a human being is

nature in urban and office space, including vi-

part of nature, and in order to function properly,

sual contact, air flow, presence of water, natural

we need to be in direct contact with nature (so-

light, etc.) and on natural analogies (geometry,

called wellbeing). This term was popularised by

biomorphic forms, natural materials etc.). The re-

an American socio-biologist Edward O. Wilson,

sults of the report “Global Research into Biophi-

who was conducting studies on the processes of

lic Design” from 2015 show that we are the most

people moving from rural to urban areas. Accor-

eager to work in natural light (44%), surrounded

ding to him, living in harmony with nature is our

with plants (19%) and in interiors with bright co-

natural heritage. We have been an urbanised so-

lours (15%). In offices where biophilic elements

ciety for only approx. 150 years, so loss of direct

were introduces, the wellbeing of employees

contact with nature has negative influence on

improved by 15%, their productivity increased

our health and wellbeing (civilisation diseases,

by 6%, and they also became 15% more creative

including depression) and productivity. Biophi-

(according to the research “The Global Impact of

lic design is also based on using nature in spa-

Biophilic Design” in the Workplace of 2016).

ce (the possibility to have physical contact with

Olivia Business Centre O4
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The headquarters of Airbnb in San Francisco
Source: flickr.com/Nan Palmero
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Return to
nature
Anna Radziemska, Joanna Pasymowska,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk
University of Technology

The concept
“Return to nature” is a bold concept of a workplace of
the future, which answers the burning problem related to environmental hazards.
Through our activities, as human beings we strongly
interact with our surroundings, and our behaviours
that have negative influence on the environment
hinder its natural balance. Along with technological
progress, we escape more and more from nature – it
becomes merely an addition, sometimes even an obstacle. People forget that it’s nature that inspired us,
taught us how to survive, and gave life its rhythm in
the first place. And since it’s now more profitable for
an investor to have hundreds of square kilometres to
build on rather than grow a forest, the vision of the
designed workplace engages the forest and its natural conditions.
Another problem that this project gives an answer to
is work time optimisation. Flexibility of working hours
is the most beneficial for an employee. In our vision,
the employee chooses the time to perform their tasks. Thanks to this assumption of the project, the new
workplace of the future increases the creativity of employees.
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The solution
The “construction site” in this project is a forest, and

are several cocoons, gathered together according to

the plot for the “building” is a tree. The workplace

the type of work performed. For example, on one tree

is an organic cocoon. Its construction is made from

there can be cocoons with an architect, a civil engi-

bioplastic, and its “façade” is made from a fibre able

neer, a constructor and a fitter, who work together to

to perform the gas exchange process. Inside the co-

create a visionary design of an office building of the

coon there is a nutritional substance that stimulates

future. People are transported into the middle of the

human body and supplies vital substances. After an

forest with flying cocoons, called dragonflies for the

employee finishes work, the substance degrades and

purposes of the project. This project addresses the

serves as fertiliser for the soil. The substance is extrac-

problem of “concretisation” of the world, which – if

ted from the tree that keeps producing its nutritional

it continues – will lead us to complete lack of green

nectar thanks to constant nourishing and favourable

areas. Plants produce oxygen, and that’s what we bre-

natural conditions. The employee is connected to

athe – so lack of plants means lack of oxygen, which

probes that monitor their progress and needs; if life

in the end leads to lack of human beings.

parameters drop, the person is “nourished”. That is

Another issue that has been answered is work flexibi-

how we acquire workers who – without vital needs –

lity. Instead of spending all working days at work from

work most efficiently.

8:00-16:00 for a year, we are able to perform all this

Work itself takes place on a hologram that reads hu-

work in a month - and be on holiday for the rest of

man thoughts and writes them down in form of dra-

the year. This assumption was made for mental work,

wings, descriptions, pictures and diagrams. Energy to

which is the basis for all other work.

work is downloaded over Wi-Fi. On every tree there

Scheme of subsequent work stages
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Stage I

Stage II

Stage III

Stage IV

Stage V

the cocoon is ready to
welcome an employee

the door opens –
a construction
module made from
bioplastic

the person is inside the
cocoon in a comfortable
position, connects to
the equipment

the cocoon is filled
with nutritional
substance and
lifted

removal of the
nutritional
substance after
finishing work
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Cross-section
demonstrating
the work scheme
1. Electrical Energy downloaded
through Wi-FI
2. Brain-controlled operating system
3. Hologram operating in BIM
system, combining work on
various platforms
4. Nutritional-massaging substance
stimulating the body
5. Helmet with the function to
control nutritional connections
and brain operation readings
6. Nutritional substance circuit

Scheme of the cocoon and its construction

Construction
frame made from
bioplastic, built on
the principle of a
steel construction

Reinforcement
of the structure
made from spinning
yarn of increased
strength

Mattress made
from bioplast fibre,
reinforced with
spinning yarn

The mattress gives
the possibility of
lying down in a
relaxed reclining
position

Cocoons are filled
with nutrients that
stimulate the body

The outer sheath
is made from a
yarn that enables
gas exchange
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Flying Tomorrow
Jakub Sokólski, Łukasz Staniewski,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology

Problem

Structure of the building

According to UN estimates, by 2050 every two in three

A large percentage of space is reserved for widely un-

people will be living in cities. Growing population and

derstood urban greenery. Office and hotel spaces are

increasing population density in cities are connected

adjacent to green terraces, and on the top level there

to increasing stress levels (greater pressure to fight for

is place for urban farming. This allows office buildings

social status), noticeable in large agglomerations. The

to be called the green lungs of the city. The energy

most dynamically developing urban areas can be fo-

necessary for them to fully function comes only from

und in Asia, where the number of inhabitants grows

renewable sources, such as wind or solar energy.

faster than infrastructure development. Moreover,

Hyperloop will allow us to reach the speed of sound,

rapid development of megacities is connected with

approx. 1200 km/h. This means of transport will be as

a degradation of the environment. It’s possible that

fast as air travel and as cheap as road travel, and it can

already in the year 2100 technological progress will

ensure both passenger and goods transport. Hybrids

allow us to make use of space above existing buil-

of cars and passenger drones will be able to load their

dings, contributing to a breakthrough in thinking of

batteries in the parking lots of office buildings or on

urban space. Cities will gain a third dimension.

stations located in strategic places around the city,
so they will be ready to ride when clients order them
through an app.

Solution
Flying Tomorrow office buildings will float in air
thanks to helium that the balloons will be filled with.
Their shapes represent values and priorities such as
proximity of nature and the wellbeing of their users.
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Building of the Future 2067
Katarzyna Szostak,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology

Problem

Solution

In the process of thinking about the look and functio-

The Building of the Future 2067 is an attempt to ad-

nality of a workplace of the future, several problems

dress abovementioned problems. It combines a pla-

arise that future society may be facing. The first pro-

ce for work and recreation – the work station is loca-

blem is sedentary work in big corporations (in spite

ted in a relaxing space. One solution to the problem

of a growing trend of creating additional recreatio-

of shade in cities is to build external walls from milk

nal areas in offices), the other is urbanism. We are

glass, which will allow to reduce shade and prevent

now observing a significant increase of population

the greenhouse effect. The building is supplied with

in cities, causing them to grow, which in consequen-

energy from renewable sources that the building

ce leads to decreasing or eliminating green areas. In

produces on its own thanks to photovoltaic panels

addition to that, dense urban tissue creates a lot of

on the entire surface of external walls, and in its ope-

shade. Another potential problem can be a strong

ration, it also uses rainwater and wind operation. The

division of people by class, social status or wealth; it

Building of the Future 2067 also offers a solution to

can become even stronger in case of introducing gu-

social division. A setting that everyone – regardless of

aranteed minimum income, as there will be an enor-

their social status, wealth or education – can come to,

mous gap between people with identical income

sit down and work, fights current divisions and hie-

and those who work and earn much more money.

rarchical approach (the higher the floor, the “more

A problem related to the environment is environ-

important” the person).

mental pollution and climate changes.
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The structure of the building
The Building of the Future 2067 is space made up
from green areas where everyone can bring their
work tools (nowadays those are often mobile devices)
and do their work on a “meadow” or in a “forest”. On
the entire floor (excluding a core of communication
routes and toilet facilities) in the building there is
grass and growing trees. This is also an answer to the
problem related to future lack of green areas in cities.
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SIGNALS OF CHANGE

Regulations and standards
Even today we can already notice some signals of

The importance of certificates focused on wellbe-

change, aiming towards the scenario In Symbiosis

ing and health of employees is also growing. WELL

with Nature. According to the report “World Green

Building Standard is one of the most demanding

„

Building Trends 2016” , the amount of so-called

systems, in which the human being is at the centre

green buildings erected around the world doubles

of attention. Facilities built according to this certifica-

every three years. High standards of care is also evi-

te are not only environment-friendly – they are also

dent, for instance, in the growing number of certifi-

comfortable workplaces where people feel good and

11

cates granted.
The first and the longest functioning certification system called
BREEAM

Establishment
tal

Research

(Building

Environmen-

Assessment

Method)

has been in existence since 1990, but it wasn’t until
a few years ago that a significant increase of granted
documents could be noted. Another widely applied
certificate is the American

want to stay longer even after leaving the
office. This standard defines technical
requirements in seven categories,
evaluating the quality of: Air,

I feel a strong need
for green areas, especially
among glass and concrete
office buildings. To such extent
that I’d love to walk barefoot
on grass12.

Water, Nourishment, Light, Fit-

Anna, owner of a social
media company

inable civil engineering, focu-

LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) developed in 1998 by U.S. Green Buil-

ding Council. There are also other certi-

ness, Comfort, and Mind.
A growing number of buildings that receive such certificates and accreditations
or attempt to gain them
indicates that already today
green, ecological and susta-

sed on improving the comfort of
their employees, is definitely a growing trend.

fications on the market, like HQE or EU Green
Building.
The Germans use their own system for the evaluation
of sustainable civil engineering, called DGNB. This
system is based on evaluating buildings in categories that include: energy efficiency, applied construction materials, sustainable location, efficient use of
water resources, and quality of indoor environment.
Additional points can be granted for access to public transport, bicycle parking areas, and stations for
loading electric cars.
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Markets Accelerate Global Green Growth
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Transport
The requirements of tenants and users of space

In the future, changes will be forced by a gro-

that are already being taken into consideration

wing number of autonomous cars that more

today are related, among others, with issues of

and more companies invest in, not only in the

transport. What matters is not only the number

automotive business. Introduction of autono-

of parking spaces, but also – due to ever stronger

mous cars on a global scale will radically chan-

emphasis on air pollution generated by cars or

ge the way cities look. First of all, the number of

huge traffic jams on access roads – properly con-

roads will decrease13. There will be significantly

nected office locations, that is proximity of pu-

fewer cars than there are now, as they will con-

blic transport stops, train stations or urban rail.

stantly be in use (nowadays a car is used on ave-

Additional points in the process of certification

rage for only 5% of the time and remains par-

of buildings are granted for places to load elec-

ked for the other 95%). So many garages and

tric cars or parking spaces for bicycles.

parking lots will not be necessary either; today

New services are beginning to function in office

we already have designs that involve building

buildings, such as free car sharing for tenants,

higher ceilings in urban parking lots, so that in

who can have access to electric cars purchased

the future they can easily be adapted into apart-

by building owners. Free transport (e.g. by bus)

ments, offices, cultural centres etc.

can also be available, only for employees of certain office spaces.
13. It is estimated that the overall area of garages until 2035 will decrease by 5.7 billion square metres in the United States alone.

Google Autonomous Car
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Conventional
garage
designed to adapt
to autonomous vehicles

phase I: 2018–2025

Today, the typical car is used only 5% of the time.
95% of the time it is parked: in a garage, at a house or on the street.

However, by the time today’s garages are built, self parking cars and shared fleet will
be a reality.

1

2
3
4
5

By 2025 fully autonomous cars are expected to be available to general public
for an additional $10,000 (source: Boston Consulting Group).

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES & THE EVOLUTION
OF THE PARKING GARAGE

TUCK AWAY DRIVERLESS CARS
Driverless vehicle storage is packed in
hyper-efficient rows on the top level.
Garages designed for self-parking
or autonomous vehicles can substantially increase their efficiency
and use.
INCREASE FLOOR TO FLOOR
Floor to floor heights are designed
to accommodate future uses such
as residential or office.
HARVEST TRAFFIC ENERGY
Energy-harvesting speed bumps
recapture energy from passing
vehicles.
WALK-UP PARKING ON LOWER
LEVELS
Conventional parking is kept
on lower levels for increased
accessibility.
ARCHITECTURAL SKIN AS
INTERACTIVE SURFACE
Faceted skin becomes a display for
personal virtual reality headsets as
augmented projections replace
handheld screens.

Source: www.arrowstreet.com

Phase 2: 2025–2035

As car ownership evolves to a subscription service with intelligent fleets, there will
be less need for parking.
Garages are transformed into other uses such as office, residential and hotels.

In 2035, the need for parking should decline by more than 5.7 billion square meters
in the United States. (This equates to half the size of Connecticut) Source: McKinsey & Co.

1
2
3
4
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GARAGES EVOLVE…
…into residential, office, recreation
and entertainment spaces.

DRONE PACKAGE DELIVERY
With delivery vehicles off the road,
buildings adapt to accept packages.

CHARGING FLOOR
Vehicles automatically charge
when not being driven.
VEHICLE RETRIEVAL ZONES
Users call cars via personal mobile
devices.

Source: www.arrowstreet.com
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Wellbeing

(human being at the centre)
The scenario In Symbiosis with Nature is also confir-

High quality of air means up to 35% fewer short-term

med by changes in offices that turn more and more

sick leaves among employees, while good access to

towards increasing productivity and wellbeing of

daylight and nice views mean up to 46 minutes lon-

their employees by introducing elements related to

ger sleep at night and improved quality of sleep.

the so-called wellbeing category. According to

Wellbeing is inherently connected with work-life

the report developed by JLL „How to

balance, which is the right balance be-

create a workplace that’s fit for the

tween professional and personal

future” , as many as 96% out
14

of 6500 analysed organizations have introduced
elements of wellbeing
for their employees,
and as many as 75%
of them are planning

to

expand

this offer within
the next 2 years,
as they have noticed increased productivity of their
employees. The understanding of the
impact of noise, fresh
air, green surroundings

life. It’s not only friendly and

“It bothered
attractive environment but
also providing opportume in my last workplace
nities to relax or plathat the coworking space was
ces to meet clients,
business partners
a sort of a box inside a building. It
and co-workers, as
was impossible to open the window.
well as a sense of
In summer, it was cold because of
security. All of the
above amount to
the air conditioning. It was also dark
a whole that induring the day we had to switch on
fluences employee engagement,
the light. It bothered me a lot,
motivation and efcreated a claustrophobic
ficiency. The report
„Towers Perrin Glofeeling”.

or type of light on the efficiency and comfort of employees is growing. We spend ap-

Agnieszka, service
designer

proximately 90% of our time between
walls, so the influence interiors have on us is

bal Workforce Study”,

which presents research
on more than 90 thousand
employees around the world,
confirms that organisations that have

engaged employees notice a yearly 19% in-

crucial.

crease in operational profit and 28% percent higher

Proper office acoustics can improve memory by 66%,

revenue from each share.

and increase the ability to focus on tasks up to 48%.

14. JLL, How to create a workplace that’s fit for the future
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A friendly workplace – in the context of space itself
and its arrangements – can influence both engagement and more efficient cooperation in teams. Office have already declared war against noise. There
are numerous methods for preventing high noise
levels in the work environment, like acoustic panels
suspended from ceilings, free-standing walls or panels mounted on glass. It is widely known that noise
causes stress, exhaustion, and lack of concentration,
so people keep on searching for new solutions that
will facilitate work in silence and concentration even
in an open office space.
Some classic forms of fighting noise coming from the
need of temporary isolation are, for instance, so-called phone booths or quiet rooms – muted, isolated,
half-open or closed, small rooms or pieces of furniture. There are soundproof conference rooms for quick
assembly that can be put up in any part of the office.
There are also decorative elements that use the latest technologies to absorb sounds. Wall panels covered with plants or moss, ecological and requiring
minimum amount of care, also work well in the fight
against noise.

„

Phone booth
Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute

Chill-out rooms are
indispensable in large office
buildings. It’s the result of
so-called hyperstimulation.
People need balance.
Łarysa, event company owner

Soundproofing tree
Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute
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The need to relax in offices
In cooperation with experts such as neuroscientists, UN Studio and Scape presented
Reset – modular capsules that enable six
different (scientifically proven) methods of
stress level reduction, during the exhibition
„A Joyful Sense at Work” in Milan. People can
relax in motion, with sound therapy, laughter,
or other methods like meditation. Upon entering the selected capsule, the employee is
equipped with two sensors – heart and brain
monitors – that analyse their reaction to the
chosen method of stress reduction, and after
data processing the person receives information which method – passive or active – is best
for them.
The relaxation capsule by UN Studio
Source: unstudio.com

The Italian company Starpool (which usually
works for spa salons and hotels) offers Zerobody to distressed employees – beds filled
with water at body temperature that create
an experience of weightlessness and deep
relax (even in a suit). This “dry floating” bed is
connected to an app that leads the user through six types of meditation to choose from
(relaxing, inducing creativity, practising focus
etc.). Zerobods were developed in cooperation with Neocogita Science Centre and supervised by the psychologist Nicoli De Pisapii
from the University of Trident.

Zerobody bed
Source: starpool.com
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Green cities and buildings
Due to climate changes occurring in cities, there is

Fab City is a global program, the purpose of which

more and more talk about the concept of green cit-

is to transform today’s cities into self-sufficient, eco-

ies and buildings. Modern cities still aren’t fully com-

logical and intercommunicating technological plat-

patible with the idea of sustainable development.

forms. The project is supported by an international

According to different sources, cities are responsible

think tank of urban planners and innovators working

for approx. 70% of global emission of CO2, while they

on changes in urban planning and life in cities. Devel-

consume 80% of global energy production. It’s there-

oped concepts are meant to make cities completely

fore hardly surprising that the term smart city is cur-

independent of suppliers. Cities are to become inde-

rently used as a synonym to the terms: green, eco, or

pendent self-sufficient in terms of energy and food

sustainable city rather than to the term digital city.

production, among others thanks to using undeveloped urban space, roofs or microfarms in houses.

In Taiwan, the first smog-eating residential building
is planned to be put into use in September 2017, in
order to help reduce air pollution. On all sides of the
building there are terraces that will be filled in with
23 thousand trees and bushes. Apart from terraces,
trees will also be planted on the roof and on balconies (the same amount of plants is, for instance, in
Central Park in New York). The building will be able to
absorb approx. 130 t CO2 each year.

Living wall, Athanaeum Hotel, London
Source: flickr.com / Rev Stan
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The Tao Zhu Yin Yuan Tower na Tajwanie,
wieża pochłaniająca smog
proj. Vincent Callebaut
Source: vincent.callebaut.org
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Paris Smart City 2050 proj. Vincent Callebaut

The French government set themselves the goal to

Vincent Callebaut – known for his futuristic and in-

reduce the emission of greenhouse gases by 75% un-

novative designs focused on making the best of

til 2050. In order to achieve that, the city has already

the possibilities nature offers – created his vision of

begun to introduce big changes – in architecture, in-

a green, sustainable and hyperecological Paris of the

frastructure, functions of certain buildings in the city,

future, where he included such elements like: rene-

and through creating green areas that provide ac-

wable energy, greenery intertwining with high-rise

cess to fresh air and makes the landscape of the city

buildings, smog-eating towers, hanging gardens and

more appealing. The authorities in Paris established

apartment buildings with characteristic honeycomb

a law in 2016 that allows its inhabitants to cover va-

structure. The architect invented eight diverse biocli-

rious areas of the city with plants. To prevent chaos in

matic towers that offer a return to nature in the very

such activities, a new function was created by the city

centre of the city. Each tower differs from all others

hall: urban gardener. Anyone can become an urban

in shape, function and design – all of them equipped

gardener – the only obligation is to sign the so-called

with renewable and secondary energy sources with

plant revitalisation card and comply with the regula-

the use of a short loop of innovative systems.

tions, like avoiding pesticides and promoting biodiversity. Plants can be grown on roofs, walls, or next
to pavements. The city supplies volunteers with tools,
soil, and seeds.
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In July 2017, Stefano Boeri won the competition to de-

lution and produce 900 t of oxygen each year. As

sign Hawthorn Tower for the new district Jaarbeurs-

a result, Forest City will contribute to lowering avera-

boulevard in Utrecht. The building will be 90 m high,

ge air temperature and improving its quality, as well

and on its façade, there will be 360 trees and 9640

as increasing biodiversity in the area. Liuzhou Forest

shrubs and flowers in total. In this way, Hawthorn To-

City will be a self-sustaining city based on renewable

wer will contribute to consuming over 5,4 tons of CO2.

energy sources such as geothermal and solar energy.

In China, the construction of the futuristic Forest City

areas, recreation areas, a hospital and two schools.

has begun; the purpose of which is to provide shelter

Forest City will be connected to Liuzhou by a fast ra-

for at least 30 thousand people. The city will be cove-

ilway line.

The city will also include shopping zones, residential

red with greenery, including nearly 1 million plants of
over 100 different species and 40 thousand trees. All
those plants will be consuming nearly 10 thousand
tons of CO2 each year. They will consume 57 t of pol-

Liuzhou Forest City proj. Stefano Boeri

Source: stefanoboeriarchitetti.net
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B U I L D I N G S T H AT A N S W E R T H I S S C E N A R I O TO D AY

Siemens headquarters
Munich (Germany)

Opened in June 2016, the headquarters of Siemens

motion and light intensity sensors allow for daylight

company in the centre of Munich is a modern office

to be used in an optimal way, which leads to redu-

building, connected with an old palace building – the

cing energy demand by 25%. Moreover, the lighting

19th century Ludwig Ferdinand Palais. This new com-

is energy-efficient too (LED lamps).

plex created comfortable workplaces for 1200 em-

More than 800 photovoltaic panels installed on the

ployees on the area of 45 thousand square metres.

roof on a surface of over 1300 m2 supply electricity

Siemens is planning to become environmentally neu-

to the building. For heating and air conditioning, the

tral by 2030, so the building also meets the highest

building utilizes heat accumulated in the ground -

standards in terms of sustainable growth and energy

a ground heat exchanger was built during construc-

efficiency.

tion works. The building also has a rainwater mana-

The building’s operation and energy consumption

gement system and a car park with spaces for cars

are controlled and monitored based on over 30 tho-

and electric bikes, as well as 200 bicycles.

usand data points. Properly designed glass lining
of the building allows employees to enjoy sunlight,
which positively affects people and provides light
in rooms. A custom light control system based on

Proj. Henning Larsen Architects
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Proj. Paragon Group

Source: www.paragon.co.za

Sasol Place

Johannesburg (rpa)
Completed in 2017, the building is S-shaped, con-

ding through providing sufficient natural light (which

necting the core of the building with two atria and

also reduces energy consumption).

representing parts of Sasol company logo. The inner

Intelligent building management systems automati-

structure of the building consists of a central core

cally regulate not only lighting, but also air conditio-

with stretching out arms, connected to each other by

ning, shutters, water usage, stairs, and lifts. Around

a series of bridges designed to encourage teamwork.

the complex and on its roof, there is a green area con-

The outer glass façade of 21 thousand square metres

sisting of local plants. It has become a place of bio-

is the most distinctive feature of Sasol Place. High qu-

mass of wildlife, insects and birds. At the same time,

ality glass produces in Germany reduces reflections

glass lining of the building reflects the sky and the

and heat, ensuring comfort to its users.

natural landscape, enhancing aesthetic value of the

The building is also equipped with four generators

building and the ability to blend in with the environ-

with the power of 1850 kVA, which ensure 100% ex-

ment. Sasol Place recently obtained five stars in the

cess power. The generators are self-cleaning, which

Green Star category awarded by the Green Building

reduces energy expenses. Some ecological solutions

Council of South Africa.

include: collecting rainwater, recycling of grey water,
and filtration of water flowing out of parking lots, as
well as the possibility to reduce heat inside the buil-
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City Hall

Venlo (Netherlands)
Venlo is the first region in the world that fully
complies with the C2C (Cradle-to-cradle) concept. All products and materials on all levels
of exploitation have to be 100% reusable and
environment-friendly.
The most astonishing element of the building
is its green façade (200 m²) comprised of over
100 different plant species on the elevation,
which contributes to biodiversity and cleaner
environment. The adjacent road is a source of
pollution, and this façade filters it in as much as
30%. Greenhouses on the highest floors provide
heating for the building, and combined with the
green façade, solar chimney and accumulation
of heat in the soil it acts like natural air conditioning. Inside there are also plant-covered walls
and single trees.
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The staircase was designed to facilitate natural air flow and replace the
need for mechanical ventilation. In
places unreachable by sunlight, there are LED lamps. An ecological water
cycle with minimum waste has been
taken care of. Rain and water from
sinks are treated using a wet roof and
used to hydrate the green façade and
to flush toilets.
The floor covering is made from recycled plastic bottles, and every piece of furniture in the building – from
C2C materials. On the ground floor of
the headquarters there is open, customer-friendly space. The ground floor
is divided into zones for each of the
offices, but they are not separated by
walls. The offices above are focused
on a healthy work environment, with
a wide range of individual and adaptable workspaces. Daylight has been
let in as deep as possible to minimize energy consumption. All floors are
connected with one staircase, with
the purpose to integrate the employees of the centre.

Proj. Kraaijvanger Architects
Source: www.kraaijvanger.nl
Photo: Ronald Tilleman
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Keywords:
self-sufficiency, survivalism, preparedness,
intelligent buildings

Drivers of change:
social (decreased sense of security),
political (increased risk of terrorist attacks),
environmental (climate change, sudden weather
phenomena, energy crises, depletion of resources),
technological (sensors, IoT, energy efficiency)

Time perspective:
medium- and long-term
(5–20 years, 20–50 years)
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Scenario
The Independent and Self-Sufficient Scenario is based

American companies offering bunkers and shelters)

on the assumption that in the future, every building

states that in 2016, the sales of high-efficiency under-

will become an autonomous unit and will function

ground bunkers increased by 700% as compared to

independently of external infrastructure. Buildings

2015.

will ensure 100% of energy demand themselves for

In the Independent & Self-Sufficient Scenario, exter-

all employees and tenants. Furthermore, renewable

nal threats or even weather changes will not affect

energy sources will be used in an optimum way to

the comfort of building users in any way. The entire

supply buildings with heat and power (e.g. solar po-

structure will be managed by an intelligent supervi-

wer, geothermal energy, wind energy, biomass
energy as well as energy from waste and
waters). Such buildings will be able

sion system that will balance the building’s functioning at all times. Thanks to external
and internal sensors, the system will

Many
to produce sufficient amounts of
automatically respond to exterenergy to ensure power safety
nal conditions and will ensure
billionaires and
and continued work, as well
safety, energy efficiency and
representatives of gloas storage of energy excess.
maximum comfort while
In this type of buildings,
managing resources such
bal elites openly confess
the sense of safety of all
as water in an intelligent
that
they
are
in
possession
users will be very high sinway (e.g. by collecting and
ce it will not be possible to
using rainwater or operaof self-sufficient shelters that
disrupt the activity in cases
ting with the use of systems
could provide a place of
of unexpected incidents:
for wastewater purification).
security for their families
cataclysms, sudden weather
Additionally, buildings will
changes, terrorist attacks or
become places where you can
as well as co-woreven plan failures. Already today,
produce food while the concept
kers.
reduced sense of security of societies
of vertical farms producing vegeta(due to the above-mentioned factors) is
the reason why interest in autonomous and self-sufficient buildings is increasing. Many billionaires

pular. Roofs of buildings are not the only structures

and representatives of global elites openly confess

that change into gardens producing fresh food or be-

that they are in possession of self-sufficient shelters

come homes for bees – this is done to entire buildings

that could provide a place of security for their families

and their interiors. A regular or office building in this

as well as co-workers (e.g. Bill Gates owns several such

scenario is fully independent, self-sufficient and safe.

shelters located in various places of the world). Gary
Lynch, CEO of Rising S in Texas (one of the biggest
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Solar energy, Amersfoort

Source: flicr.com/Eneco Group
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Seedizen
Iga Jagodzińska, Adam Grudzień,
Faculty of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology
Problem

Concept

Increasing tensions between large countries, the con-

The designed building is a response to the needs of

stantly changing climate and not yet researched uni-

the existing society and gives hope for a positive futu-

verse arise some doubts regarding the future. Is our

re. It is a certain type of a surviving form for the human

species safe? Are we ready for all kinds of circumstan-

kind in the case of a cataclysm. The idea of this struc-

ces? The increasing number of terrorist attacks, tests

ture is to ensure that people have all the required ele-

of nuclear weapons, research documenting climate

ments for living through the use of defence mecha-

warming, constantly mutating viruses, new diseases,

nisms and those that simplify survival that were used

asteroids circulating around the Earth, increasing

by plants until today – they are those elements that

over-population or hunger that affects more and

have adapted to the adverse conditions on the Earth

more parts of our world, are only some of all the serio-

for the longest period.

us problems that we are aware of and which we will

The building is completely autonomous which me-

need to face in the upcoming centuries.

ans that it can function freely without engaging the

What will the upcoming years bring and what will

external environment: it can breath, digest, feed and

need to be added to this list? Shortages of oxygen

defend by itself, it filters air in the external elevation

caused by cutting trees in forests, taking over control

shield, it recycles waste and water, it collects solar and

by machines, hacker attacks aimed at the world ad-

wind energy processing it into power required in the

dicted to the Internet? The direction in which every-

building, it produces food and ensures safety through

thing is going, pushes us to assume that the world we
know is soon to end.
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the highly durable and flexible external
shield that is resistant to all types of conditions.
Until the moment of a hazard, the building carries out the function of a research centre, gathering biotechnologists,
programmers, robotics engineers inside
that also ensures homes to their families.
If necessary, the building is tightly sealed
when a hazard occurs and is partially hidden underground while growing strong
roots in the ground. Due to its autonomy,
thanks to using organic raw materials
with their own cell systems making division possible, this place enables to live
inside for an unlimited time assuming its
increase by 1% per annum (according to
the average natural increase).
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Building functions
To provide the ideal conditions and spatial level to

maximum access of sunlight. Additionally, residents

the society, the buildings uses the idea of Maslow’s

will be able to plant crops within their own areas of

hierarchy of needs. Physiological needs lie at the-

approximately 16 m2 and in the case of any sunlight

ir basis – in Seedizen, this part resembles the exter-

shortage, edible mushrooms will be grown in the un-

nal shield (purifying air or food production) The next

derground part.

need is safety – it is met thanks to individual housing

This facility prior to a catastrophic event, will be used

units, ensuring accommodation to people (one’s own

as an international science centre that ensures ac-

place). The sense of belonging as the next element

commodation to the employees and their families.

of the hierarchy corresponds to public areas – each

This partially indicates, what positions will be taken by

storey provides space for meetings and establishing

the residents. The broadly-defined group of scientists

new relations. The needs of appreciation are almost

will include biotechnologists, biochemists or DNA

at the top – the need for respect, prestige or impor-

programmers. Historians, who will restore the past

tance (office space is assigned to this part). The most

will also carry out a very important role as well as su-

important and highest position when it comes to

pervisors of robotic functions, e.g. production of food,

human needs is self-development (it is also the most

cleaning of the building, acquiring energy or growth.

important part of Seedizen) – this is reflected by areas

Also teaching, healthcare and additional skills deve-

accumulated in the central part of the building, in the

lopment facilities are available in the building. Each

form of a culture and history centre; a place where

space will engage its employees. Teaching the youn-

holographic images are displayed presenting the big

gest people will be based on discovering strong po-

achievements of human civilisation to strengthen the

ints of children and help in directing them towards

need for maintaining culture/art/science, that was al-

the right path. The building will be divided into units

most completely destroyed in a cataclysm.

composed of four storeys, where people with mixed

The energy obtained from the Earth and the Sun will

functions will live to avoid segregation in the facility

be distributed in the building through electric cells

and increase the sense of solidarity.

that developed by eels or batoids, etc. Water will be
collected underground in tanks, e.g. in storage roots
of the building, and rainwater will be obtained and
purified (guzmania flower). Water circulation is almost completely closed. Most of it is recovered; approximately 80% is returned to the circulation system
thanks to chemical purification while biological waste is also used as fertiliser. When it comes to oxygen
– regardless of the weather conditions or degree of air
pollution, a system of stomata will be used for its collection, located in the external shield of the building.
The microscopic-size cell systems process carbon
dioxide and oxygen 24 hours a day. Food will mainly
be produced in the top part of the building due to
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Atlantis 2100
Katarzyna Brejna, Yana Artiukh
Faculty of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology

Problem
As a result of global warming, the climate on Earth
changes and the average temperature at surface
continues to increase. In the last 100 years, the temperature increased by nearly 0.8°C. Scientists are of
the opinion that the changes will occur faster and
faster; it is estimated that by the end of the 21st century, the temperature will increase by 1.4-5.8°C. This
results from concentration of greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere which causes glaciers and polar ice
to melt while increasing the level of seas and oceans.
According to the forecasts of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the level of waters
will increase by 20–70 cm by the end of the 21st century. Many places will be covered by water – and this
does not only apply to those areas that are associated
with water today such as the Netherlands or Venice
but also such cities as New York, Shanghai, London or
Gdansk. Several questions need to be asked. Where
should buildings be developed if most cities will be
flooded? How to function, where to obtain food when
most of the areas will be under water? How to fight
greenhouse gas?
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speculative design
Hardened surface

Biologically active surface

Tall greenery

Structural elements
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Energy sources

Solution
Creating a self-efficient building-town on the sea is
the answer to the problem. It is a place for living after
cities are flooded and it fights actively the further increase of temperature – it purifies air from greenhouse gas. The domes on the top of the building are air
filters. The foundations of the structure are in the sea
bottom while the highest storeys are above the water
level.
The building is inspired by the shape of a tree: its core
“grows” out of the water and bubbles surround it on
the top which are CO filters and purify air. The buil-

Functions in the
facility

ding core features flats, offices, public institutions,
sports and recreation space, eco-farm and technical
facilities. The control room is located at the bottom
which is cooled naturally by the surrounding water as
well as technical and installation systems.
A yacht marina is attached to the building which is
fitted into the platform surrounding the building. This
facility is completely self-sufficient, eco-friendly and it
is a zero-energy building. It will be printed using a 3D
printer powered by solar energy, using plastic bottles
and cups whose tons are found in oceans and seas.
The temperature inside the building is a lot lower
than temperature outside, thanks to using a double
facade and an innovative air-conditioning system.
The energy in the building is provided through a wind
farm located on the top storey, photovoltaic batteries
covering the building walls as well as energy obtained
from sea waves. The building will be communicated

Food sources eco farm

with the external world through the yacht marina
and a helicopter landing pad on the roof. Fresh water
will be obtained through the method of concentrating solar energy transforming sea water into drinking
water.
The central part of the building core is empty. Thanks
to the above, natural light reaches the inside of the
building and it is possible to grow plants. A vertical
eco-friendly farm is also located there that ensures
food for the residents.
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Signals of change
Today, there are functioning projects (houses or shelters) that are fully autonomous already. Reid Hoffman,
co-founder of LinkedIn, is of the opinion that more
than half of the billionaires from the Silicon Valley
own shelters or buildings that are fully self-sufficient
and will ensure comfortable conditions in the case
of cataclysms, terrorist attacks or other unexpected
events15.
Survival Condo is an American company developing
shelters that are autonomous and can last through
a nuclear attack, and also look like luxurious flats, e.g.
they feature swimming pools, gyms or libraries.
The two-storey building in Brütten near Zurich satisfies 100% of energy demand for all residents solely through renewable energy, e.g. Energy is supplied
through solar panels that cover the roof as well as panels installed on the south facade that look like a typical elevation. Power generated this way is used for
on-going needs of household devices and the heat

Multi-family house in Brütten
arch. René Schmid
Source: reneschmid.ch

pump or it is stored. The battery allows for short-term
storage of power and balancing the on-going needs.
The smart home system enables rapid illumination
configuration depending on whether the residents
are eating, reading or watching TV. If due to heavy
sunlight it becomes too hot inside, blinds are automatically closed. If there is a risk that the blinds may
be damaged by heavy winds, they are opened.
There is a district in Dubai called Bastakiya. It is entirely self-sufficient in terms of power and it ensures
food to its residents that is produced locally in special glasshouses. Residents can enjoy luxury life there, combined with an eco-friendly approach. Such
places are increasingly more inspiring and they show
that not only buildings, but also entire districts or
cities can be transformed into self-sufficient spaces.
15. http://www.businessinsider.com/silicon-valley-billionaires-apoclypse-preppers-2017-1?IR=T
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Luxury Survival Condo
- underground
construction scheme
Source: survivalcondo.com
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signals of change

ReGen Villages is a development company in charge

management and even the method of living in such

of building a self-sufficient eco-village in the Dutch

villages will be uploaded to a cloud for educational

town of Almere. The first 25 buildings are to be rea-

purposes and provided to residents of other villages

dy by the end of 2017. In the final stage, there will be

in similar geographical regions. The company is cur-

more such villages where approximately 100 families

rently negotiating with partners in Denmark, Norway,

will live.

Germany and Belgium.

The energy will be obtained from solar panels installed on roofs, while water will be obtained from wells

A Ukrainian start-up called PasivDom prints its mo-

or rainfall. Food will be produced on the site. Food

dular 3D houses. The innovative houses are fully au-

waste from households will be used as fertiliser that

tonomous. They are supplied with solar energy and

will attract flies, which will be food for fish in aquapo-

equipped with all the necessary power and mobile

nics. Aquaponics is a system that is a branch of alter-

systems. PassivDom does not generate CO2 and it is

native farming, combining conventional aquaculture

a zero-energy building. Furthermore, it is an intelli-

(keeping water fauna in tanks) with hydroponics (gro-

gent house and it can be managed through a smar-

wing plants in water). Hence, in one system you can

tphone.

produce fresh vegetables and herbs, and also keep
fish for consumption purposes. Rainwater will be sto-

Also a Polish start-up called Solance focuses on eco-

red and prepared for drinking through filters. It will

logy and self-sufficiency. Photovoltaic panels are in-

then be used for farming.

stalled on roofs of buildings which are able to genera-

Edible plants, including fruit trees and shrubs, and

te significantly more power than a house consumes.

herbs will be grown in the largest possible area, also

This means that the owner can sell the produced

in green spaces. The data regarding effectiveness of

energy to the grid and generate a profit. All compo-

Self-sufficient eco-village in the Dutch Almere
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Modular house by PassivDom

Source: passivdom.com

nents of the building are transported in one conta-

buildings are more and more often supplied with

iner to their final location guaranteeing maximum

energy from renewable sources while developers

simplicity and effectiveness from the point of view of

start to care about purchasing power from wind

power. As producers estimate, this is the cheapest hi-

farms. Rainwater starts to be stored in tanks to reduce

gh-quality house – it is emission-free, neutral in terms

water consumption and it is used for watering plants

of carbon, energy-producing and self-sufficient. It is

or cooling in air-conditioning systems. Greenery and

also ready to be recycled in 80%.

water near buildings also prevent the phenomenon
of a heat island in the centre.

The Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC)
in Dubai, presented the first autonomous, pro-ecology and fully self-sufficient building in United Arab
Emirates. The building utilises technical and engineering solutions that enable to adjust it to the hot and
humid climate while the condensed water steam is
used in a cooling system and the humid is used for
production of water for household purposes.
Already today, innovative office buildings feature
multiple enhanced systems that ensure energy safety
and which make is possible to retain continuity of
operation in the case of energy supply interruptions.
Emergency power supply systems, the possibility of
producing own energy thanks to generators or synchronisation of power sources start to appear. Office

Source: http://solace.house
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Apple Park

Cupertino (California, usa)
Thanks to a system of “natural ventilation” the main

Green areas will cover 80% of the land used for buil-

building will not require heating or air-conditioning

ding the campus (9 thousand trees will grow in the

for three quarters of the year. The campus will be

above areas). The yard in the centre of the main buil-

supplied with energy that will be fully obtained from

ding will be full of greenery, fruit trees or herbs that

renewable sources. Power is ensured by photovoltaic

can be used in a nearby cafe, etc. Plants chosen to be

cells installed on the roof, etc. The building is supplied

grown on the campus are resistant to droughts while

with solar panels that will cover the entire power de-

the consumed water will be reused for watering, etc.

mand of the facility (over 16 MW).

Source: flickr.com/Norman Foster
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Proj. Paragon Group

Source: www.paragon.co.za

Sasol place

Johannesburg (South Africa)
The external glazed facade with the area of 21 tho-

The internal building structure is composed of a cen-

usand m2 is the most visible feature of Sasol Place. The

tral core with expanded arms that are connected

high quality glass made in Germany, reduces reflec-

with one another with a number of bridge joints desi-

tions and heat while ensuring comfort to the building

gned to encourage teamwork.

users. It is also equipped with four power generators

Around the facility and on the building roof, there are

with the area of 1850 kVA that ensure 100% of power

green areas composed with the use of local plants. It

redundancy. They feature self-cleaning systems that

has become a place of biomass obtained from wild

reduce costs of power. The eco-friendly solutions inc-

animals, insects and birds. The glazed covering of the

lude: collecting rainwater, recycling grey water and

building reflects the sky and natural landscape while

filtration of water that flows out of car parks as well

increasing the building aesthetics and the ability of

as the possibility of reducing heat inside the building

mixing with the environment.

thanks to obtaining sufficient natural light (which also
causes a reduction of energy consumption).
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Keywords:
living organism, adaptation,
dynamic, modularity,
multi-functionality

Drivers of change:
mainly social (changing needs of Y
and Z generations, entrepreneurship,
mobile work style, digital lifestyle,
nomadism)

Time perspective:
medium- and long-term
(5–20 years, 20–50 years)
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Scenario
The Adaptability & Flexibility scenario predicts that in

Nowadays, we are less likely to spend entire working

the future office buildings will be changing in time,

days in offices, working at only one desk or performing

flexible, never completely defined, and adjusting to

only one kind of tasks. Social (development of so-cal-

their users (both in terms of shape and functionality).

led gig economy – a growing number of freelancers

This scenario is driven by trends such as: modularity,

and small entrepreneurs) and technological changes

multifunctionality, dynamics, and adaptation. Advan-

like direct Internet access, the so-called networked

ced technologies will enable agile transformations

society, technological progress, and growing signi-

of buildings, depending on current needs of their

ficance of professions belonging to STEM category

tenants or the number of teams working

(science, technology, engineering, mathe-

there.
Such fluid character of an office
building or possible modules
will allow it to dynamically
change its shape (also to
grow; see: Morphois project – p. 110, NeutroMicroPlastic – p. 106, Seedizen
– p. 78) and purpose. An
inspiration for those buildings will be the nature that surrounds us. It is
assumed that – similar to
plants or trees – buildings will
not only be able to grow or de-

matics) are causing a constant incre-

In
the future office buildings will be
changing in time, flexible, never completely defined, and adjusting to their
users (both in terms of
shape and functionality).

velop (e.g. with the use of organic

be performed remotely.
Also the phenomenon of socalled

digital

nomadism

becomes increasingly popular,

involving

people

who combine work with
travelling and don’t need
to have a permanent office (which is also connected to changes in organizations). It is estimated that
until 2035 we might be able
to use the term digital nomads
to describe up to 1 billion people

materials with their own cell systems,

around the world. This has significant

allowing them to divide and multiply), but

influence on flexible working hours, frequent

also to breathe and to clean air. Buildings will func-

location changes, changing needs, the number of

tion like living tissues of a bigger organism – the city.

people working on a project at a given point in time

Their applications will change and expand, and spa-

or bias against binding tenants with permanent con-

ces will be able to serve a multitude of purposes, ac-

tracts.

cording to the needs of the employees, but also to
the time of day or year.
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Headquarters of Soundcloud in Berlin, project: kinzo Berlin

Source: kinzo-berlin.de

The Open Form theory
The office is no longer perceived as a place;

was formulated by Oscar Hansen (1922-2005),

it becomes a service. Office space also beco-

architect, urban designer and architectural the-

mes multifunctional and easily adaptable for

orist, and it concerns the role and functioning

others, e.g. when an employee is working on

of a work of art, an architectural object or urban

another project remotely or from another loca-

composition, and its basic postulate is a change

tion. Higher flexibility and completely different

of thinking about design and inviting users to

characteristics than before are now expected

co-create. Instead of traditionally understood fi-

of buildings, as workplaces become increasin-

nished objects, Hansen proposed a form enco-

gly mobile. A modern office according to the

uraging people to modify, to transform, and to

Living Buildings scenario is thus a flexible and

use the object in various contexts. In this way, the

dynamic one, and constantly adapting to the

architectural object loses its superior status and

needs of employees and companies. Employ-

becomes more of a background for the events.

ees co-create and transform them, are able to

Space that facilitates various forms of activity

interact with space and adjust it to their wishes

requires cooperation of the designer and the on-

(furniture arrangement, retractable walls, in-

looker-user. This cooperation goes way beyond

dividual light intensity setting or air conditio-

interpretation; the user can change the object

ning). The office becomes a living place, con-

and adapt it to their needs. This process is on-

stantly changing and responding to individual

going and comes from changes in expectations

preferences and needs of employees.

and in users’ needs.
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Modular City Battery
Joanna Kania, Karina Kiersztyn,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology
Problem
Constant civilization development and technologi-

for group activity while respecting the individuality of

cal progress cause life to change constantly. We step

employees.

away more and more from the standard perception

Another aspect included in the project is protection

of place, time and form of work. On the one hand,

of the environment. Objects are not only self-sufficient

the project addresses the need for mobility, allowing

but also provide energy support to the city. They are

work from anywhere on the earth. On the other hand,

also inclusive - the space suits the needs of all users.

it abandons the typical perception of work, allowing
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Solution
The office building consists of fully autonomous mo-

According to functional needs of their users, modules

dules. The project assumes different variants of office

in the building can be exchanged in a 24-hour cycle.

and residential space, allowing each employee to find

After working hours, office modules can be replaced

the right office for themselves. Services located on

with entertainment or cultural units. The proposed

the lowest floors of the building give people opportu-

modules are equipped with independent installa-

nities to take a break from work without the need to

tions. Each of them obtains energy from the sun for

leave the building. Another advantage is full mobility

its own needs, spending the rest on the needs of the

of individual modules. It allows for a network of such

building. Units are also equipped with solar panels

buildings to be created around the world. Modules,

and have their own ventilation system with air recupe-

which move with the use of specially adapted drones,

ration. Moreover, green panels with sensors obtaining

can change their location multiple times.

energy from sound waves hover around the building,

Diversity of object modules
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reducing noise in the city (including the noise related
to the process of exchanging modules by the drones).
Moreover, a system of hypodermic chips also works in
the building, fulfilling multiple functions that include
acting as access keys and enabling: automatic adjustment to environmental conditions to users’ individual
needs, payment for shopping, Internet connection,

System for fulfilling individual user
needs (subdermal chip)

sending user health reports to the head office and
automatically calling for help if necessary.

Changing the function of the object
according to the time of day

Transport by segway

System for transforming solar energy
into hot water and electricity (solar
panels + photovoltaic cells)

Transforming sound waves
into electrical energy
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

The interchanging office
building
Donata Żygowska, Kamila Wisz,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology
Problem

Solution

The number of available and convenient plots for de-

A building with several functions: offices, services, re-

velopment decreases every day. This problem espe-

creation, and communication hub. There are some

cially strongly affects cities - so the main objective was

examples of similar solutions, but probably none of

to design a facility (with the space around it) on diffi-

them is characterized by the use of renewable energy

cult, often excluded grounds. The problem with office

sources and compatibility of design solutions in such

buildings is that they only function for several hours

a meticulous way (solar panels built into the road sur-

during the day; on average from 18:00 until 8:00 on

face, the south wall of the building and the roof, heat

the next day, the whole working area remains deser-

pump, water energy).

ted. Meanwhile, according to design assumptions,
the object should „live” all the time and be available
to every potential user. The need for rapid mobility,
the possibility to work remotely (which may become
very popular over the next few years), and destruction
barriers created by public transport routes are the factors that led to the development of such a concept.
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Functional arrangement

Green space

Public space

Office space

The office floor consists of:
- communication routes
- conference rooms
- workplaces (open space

- sanitary and technical rooms

intersection
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

NeutroMicroPlastic
Michalina Frątczak, Anna Chwil,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology

Problem
Human beings have hindered the natural balance of

regard to this problem is still alarmingly low. Micro-

ecosystems by exploiting the Earth. To make things

plastic transpires into the underwater environment

worse, this process keeps increasing due to inten-

through our everyday activities, that is taking baths

se industrial development. In the future, one of the

and using multiple cosmetics. “We can assume that

challenges for the society will be not only to main-

microplastic is everywhere in the atmosphere” – says

tain the environmental state on the planet, but also

Gerd Liebezeit from the Institute of Chemistry and

to attempt to reverse the processes that have gone

Marine Biology at the Carl von Ossietzky University in

too far. One of them is the production of plastic and

Oldenburg.

elements containing polyethylene. During decomposition, those elements release microplastic into water
and air (and in consequence to living organisms, including humans). The awareness level of society with
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[in millions of tons]

Innovations:
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Division of office functions:

10% of cubic
capacity –
human zone

90% of cubic
capacity –
machine zone
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Solution
NeutroMicroPlastic is an object located in 90% un-

betting on straight angles, sharp, unfriendly corners

derwater as a station cleaning seas and oceans from

and edges.

microplastic particles, and in the other 10% - above

The building is self-regenerating, which means that it

water. This part is designed for office workers. An in-

keeps on rebuilding itself thanks to 3D printers built

spiration for the idea and form of the building was

into its structure, and is even able to expand with the

bladder wrack, especially the way it grows

use of neutralized microplastic and graphene partic-

(a dichotomous system).

les. It is also energetically self-sufficient thanks to ap-

The building is designed in accordance with the prin-

plied technologies that derive energy from the forces

ciples of biomimicry. Oval windows are inspired by

of nature. Excess energy production is delivered to

the microscopic view of organic tissue. As part of na-

the city network.

ture, human beings instinctively choose curved lines
- unfortunately we have abandoned organic forms,

filters for neutralizing microplastic from the air
building material: a blend of graphene and neutralized microplastic
glass walls providing light to office space
water and air plants filtering air
developing new elements
in a dichotomous system
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Morphois
Maciej Rogało,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology

Problem

Solution

From private offices through open spaces to cowor-

The character of work was changing, it is changing

king spaces or remote work – the forms of office have

and it will probably keep changing in the future.

undergone many changes during the last several

Those changes are always connected with creating

dozen years, and they are probably going to keep

a specific kind of interiors. As those processes beco-

evolving. Digitisation and technological progress alre-

me more frequent, it becomes problematic to adjust

ady have great influence on those processes, and in

the surroundings to the new way of functioning, so-

the future, they are going to have even more impact

metimes also to new aesthetics. Social, cultural and

on the character and place of work. Today’s architec-

environmental changes also call for changes in ar-

ture faces the issue of globalisation, and in result – sty-

chitecture. The appearance of new technologies and

le unification. In consequence, matters of style, iden-

materials opens new possibilities to architects, but it’s

tity, and timelessness of newly constructed objects

also connected with certain hazards. One issue to be

become increasingly important. Those factors are

resolved by future designers will be to create objects

soon going to play an even greater role. Due to tech-

that will keep up with the ever-changing world and

nological progress, future architects will be expected

stand the test of time, while maintaining their identi-

to verify their opinions and change their thinking

ty and character.

about architecture.
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Concept
One solution that addresses the factors of change
and problems related to the future of both work and
architecture can be the Hansen open form concept.
A growing module allows a development of form
related to city development. The building functions
like a living tissue of a bigger organism. Metamaterial on the façade blends the entire building into the
environment. Despite its solid form, new architecture
is not aggressive or dominant; it’s nature is more that
of a background. Graphene screens change the façade into a big projector; the visual expression of the
building is variable and vivid.
Permanent exterior forms filled with changing elements ensure immense functional flexibility of indoor
space. Modifications of segments and platforms placed on the cores are possible due to versatile properties of graphene.
The Internet of Things provides the opportunity to create intelligent office interiors that change depending
on the user – for instance, one space can be used by
several institutions at different points in time. Logging
in to furniture, change of branding or arrangements –
those are only a few of all possible solutions.
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Creative work park
Tomasz Sroczyński,
Department of Architecture, Gdańsk University of Technology

Problem

Solution

In today’s world, we can observe constant rush and

The Creative Work Park in Jabłonna is an answer to

stress in the inhabitants of cities, related to traffic, de-

serious problems we need to deal with in today’s

layed public transport or the number of people in the

world, and in the world 50-100 years from now. This

streets and in shops. Continuous blasting noise, light

unique space, located near Warsaw on the very bank

or air pollution disturb the nervous system and often

of Vistula river, is by definition a workplace that com-

causes illnesses. Civilisation diseases are a fact: stress,

bines productivity and the latest technologies with

depression, insomnia, cancer, cardiovascular disease

the basic human need to be in contact with nature.

now pose a real threat to humanity. This results in

A combination of the most innovative forms of sha-

a growing need to relax and to cut oneself off from

ring and storing information, and producing energy,

stress – often during the only free time we have, that is

drinking water and heat with a densely planted terra-

on weekends. That’s when we can also observe incre-

in full of mysterious corners and spaces allows people

ased presence of people abusing cigarettes, alcohol

to isolate themselves from the world.

or illegal substances on the streets of cities.
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Structure of the building
The Creative Work Park in Jabłonna operates
as coworking space - however not closed, but
spread over an area of nearly 100 ha. Everybody who wants to use the Park has the option
to work or live in a group inside a larger building, work individually, or live in a single or
double bungalow among a group of other
houses or in complete isolation - for example,
in a treehouse or in solitude by the river. Freedom in choosing the form of housing and
work creates comfort and the possibility to
focus on assigned tasks.
Park users will find there many hectares of
forest, meadows, developed parks in various
styles or an ordinary beach on Vistula river
bank. A multitude of paths for walking and
running makes it possible to avoid people
whenever one wants to. And if the space is
too small or the user needs to move outside
of the Park, there are various means of transport available, like electric cars, boats or bicycles.
Space in the Creative Work Park was designed as a form of simultaneous relaxation
and concentration, rest and work, peacefulness and natural beauty of plants.
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Signals of change
We are observing dynamic changes in working style,

There are more and more online services like that.

especially when we look at the generation of millen-

Young people want to efficiently manage their time

nials or the so-called Z’s (generation Z, people who

and space on their own - working in places where

are currently approx. 20 years old and younger) who

they feel good and which they can flexibly adjust to

are now beginning their professional careers. Young

themselves, their mood and current needs. A sense

people tend to choose the work of independent en-

of freedom and independence is important to them.

trepreneurs and freelancers. According to the report

They live a fast, intense and stimulating life. As a re-

of Upwork and Freelancers Union „Freelancing

sult, not only humans are subject to evolution

in America: 2016”, already today 35% of

– urban design and architecture are as

all American employees are inde-

well.
Young
Changing ways of living, worpeople tend to
the age group 18-24 the rate is
king and spending free time,
as high as 47%. „The Intuit 2020
as well as new needs, create
choose the work of
Report” predicts that this rate
new standards. That’s why
independent entreprewill increase to 50% by 2035.
we can see members of the
We can see similar changes
Y generation working remoneurs and freelancers.
occurring in Europe too. The
tely e.g. from a café or incre(...)
Already
today
35%
of
all
number of independent speasingly popular coworking
cialists, commonly referred to
spaces
– places where they
American employees are
as freelancers, increased in the
feel comfortable that don’t imindependent remote
EU by one quarter (approx. 24%)
ply any strict rules, where they
workers.
between the years 2008-2015. In a
can only come for one or several
pendent remote workers, while in

study conducted in August 2016 by in-

hours, according to their current ne-

future hatalska foresight institute, as many
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eds. They expect friendly and functional of-

as 54% of Polish respondents aged 35 and below in-

fice spaces that will suit their, usually irregular, wor-

dicated that a freelancer’s work or an own business

king schedules. This forces developers to take on

were the most appealing for them, 27% claimed that

a new approach towards designing both buildings

they preferred to be employers working from home,

and office spaces. More importantly, in 2025 the mil-

and only 19% decided that the best model for them

lennials (generation Y) will make up to 75% of work-

is to work as an employee in an office.

force around the world, so their working style will su-

The website Freelancer.com already has 20 million

rely be reflected in the type of spaces they need to

registered users, and Upwork.com – over 1,5 million.

work.
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We can already notice the development and popularity of coworking spaces, where we can rent a place
to work (usually a desk or a room) for specific hours,
days, or permanently. Just one look at the popularity
of phrases like “coworking”, “office to let” and “office to
rent” in Google Trends (below) is enough to be sure
that it’s an increasing trend.
In coworking spaces employees have all the facilities
they can find in traditional offices (Internet access,
scanners, printers, common kitchen, meeting places
and conference rooms) and cafés (informal atmosphere, nice interiors). According to European research
by “Deskmag” magazine, there are now approx. 10
thousand coworking spaces around the word, and
the company WeWork founded in 2010 now operates
in 156 locations in 38 cities. More and more places like
that are also appearing on the map of Poland (according to the estimations of Best2Invest.org there are
now more than 150 of them.
Companies are also increasingly eager to give their employees the opportunity to work remotely and
rent desks in coworking spaces. Benefits for future employees (which used to be things like fitness

Source: trends.google.pl
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„
It’s important for me to adjust
space to the stage of the process
we’re at – be it for a small group,
a large team, or one person who
wants to take a call in a room.
We work with people who are in
a completely different country,
so we have to have the comfort
of talking to them and sharing
information.
Agnieszka, service designer

Headquarters of Soundcloud in Berlin, project: Kinzo Berlin

Adaptability & flexibility

cards), especially in the IT sector, include the possibility to work remotely from anywhere in the world. Employees can rent some office space in a city of choice
and change desks and cities according to their needs.
Data from the report of SAP and Oxford Economics
shows that as many as 83% managers claim that their companies are ready to increase cooperation with
freelancers in the nearest future. Among the benefits
of employing such people, the most frequently mentioned one is the possibility to cooperate with specialists from around the world on specific projects.
Providing flexibility and the possibility of remote and
mobile work is thus of crucial importance also when
we want to attract the best and most talented people from around the world. Companies create small
local units in various places or rent desks in the most
attractive offices or coworking spaces in order to provide employees the comfort they need.

Source: kinzo-berlin.de
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Headquarters of Soundcloud in Berlin, project: Kinzo Berlin

Workplaces are now designed in a similar way as the
interiors of apartments and houses – to provide employees spending their time at the office with conditions that combine functionality, quality, comfort
and flexibility.
They are multifunctional spaces that allow people to
find spaces that suit them (and everyone concentrates in a different way). Office buildings attempt to attract both those specialists who like to work traditionally behind a desk, and those, for whom the perfect
workplace is a crowded café, a green park or even
a hammock. They offer workplaces that are quiet, noisy, busy, or where one can sit in the most comfortable position. In other words: they give employees
a choice, as workplace satisfaction is very subjective;
what distracts one person might positively influence
the other. Multifunctionality of space is now achieved
also thanks to the use of, for instance, furniture with
more than one function or retractable walls.

Source: kinzo-berlin.de

Living Building Challenge
Living Building Challenge is a green building certification program and a project
that visualizes the functioning of buildings that are environmentally optimal. Describing the assumptions of the program,
its creators use metaphors of plants and
flowers, because according to them perfect buildings should work in such a clean and efficient manner like flowers. They
work actively with people from all around
the world who follow the idea of building
healthy, efficient and ecological buildings.
There are already hundreds of projects registered around the world, representing
millions of square meters of commercial,
institutional, educational and residential
constructions in the spirit of Living Building.
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„

Flexibility of space is now crucial. One day there can be two
people working on a task, and
on the next day – already twenty. Spaces should address this
need. We build hot teams in
order to perform specific tasks.
We sometimes invite experts
and our 5-people team suddenly becomes a 20-people
one. And I need my space to
meet those people and work
with them. If we lack the possibility to work in a modular
space, we need to look
for space outside.

is a screen inside). The magic cube can also be ope-

Agnieszka, service designer

tables – for teamwork or individual work – and seats

Kinnarps freestanding walls
Source: www.kinnarps.pl

ned. That’s when two of the opposite walls turn into
of various heights and sizes that can be arranged in
multiple ways

During the exhibition „Joyful Sense at Work” in Milan

Another example of a solution that corresponds to

(2017), the Italian studio 5+1AA proposed a model of

the idea of a flexible office are retractable walls, alre-

a fluid, dynamic and modular office. This concept

ady present in office spaces. Sometimes a conferen-

creates the possibility to arrange a single space in

ce room, when unused, changes into an open space

different ways during the working day. Elements of

available to everyone or the way around – part of open

equipment of this office include, among others, a ma-

space or a conference room is separated by creating

gic cube. This cube-shaped construction resembles

a closed space for a several-hour meeting. There are

a large box, lined on the inside with soundproof cor-

also solutions that allow to install a soundproof, glass

rugated cardboard – the perfect place for meetings

covered conference room anywhere at the office.

of small groups, teleconferences or video calls (there
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Market research shows the importance of functional
and flexible offices. A project executed by Mikomax
Smart Office showed that the look and proper organization of an office are important to over 70% of employees aged 36-45, and nearly 40% of them admit
that office space affects their performance. Efficiency
is also connected with more and more frequently appearing spaces to chill-out and rest in offices.
During an exhibition in Milan, the Californian Studio
O+A presented a space for relax – not in form of a traditional table with games or chill-out zone with hammocks, but as a place that escapes all definitions. It
was inspired by a mountain cave with a spring in the
middle, but it’s also something completely different,
something that people need to give meaning to. Depending on the place and position in this cave – sitting down, crouching, standing, or lying down, people
experience various sensations watching “water” dripping down the walls. This open concept also perfec-

„

Space for relaxation by Studio O + A
Source: o-plus-a.com

Photo: Lorenza Merouri

tly complies with the scenario, in which fluency and
flexibility are crucial.

I’d love to be able to put
together and dismantle
furniture elements. It allows
you to arrange space on your
own. Spaces that can easily
be closed or opened with
retractable screens
or walls are cool.
Alicja, owner of a small
consulting company

The office building of the future is a place that answers
not only the needs of employee groups or companies
and their specifics, but also individual preferences of
employees. Already today, thanks to advanced technologies (like AI, use of big data analyses or solutions
within the Internet of Things), people can personalise
their workplaces. Special applications can check meeting agendas and efficiently plan people’s workdays.
They connect to the building that recognizes the car
and shows a free parking space. They book rooms for
planned meetings and take care of individual comfort, adjusting the temperature, lighting, even ordering lunch or catering. For example, the employees of
a Dutch building The Edge can check on the screens
of their smartphones where they are working today,
as they don’t have permanent work stations. The
system indicates a free space according to preferences defined by the user: near the coffee machine, in
a quiet corner, next to the window or to a group of
friends. User profiles also contain information about
things like preferred temperature or lighting. When
the owner of a phone sits by their desk, the system
automatically adjusts air conditioning
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Source: plparchitecture.com

The Edge

Photo: Ronald Tilleman
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Skanska Office in the Corso Court building in Prague

Source: Skanska

The Italian architect Carlo Ratti transformed a building in Turin into an office space that can be personalised for every employee. He somehow combined the
functions of the Internet of Things with a thermostat
that automatically adjusts to employees’ wishes. Heating, cooling, and lighting can be personalized and
create something like – as the architect himself calls
it – an environmental bubble for every employee that
“follows” them when they move from room to room.
The system is based on hundreds of sensors that collect data about the location, temperature, CO2 con-

centration or the state of conference rooms.

In the building of Microsoft in Milan or in the offices of
LEGO, employees don’t have permanently assigned
desks. They come to work in the morning and choose
where they would like to sit – depending on whether
Office 3.0, proj. Carlo Ratti
Source: carloratti.com
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they need silence or dynamic space. Various work sta-
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Office 3.0, proj. Carlo Ratti

Source: carloratti.com

tions are available: standard desks, standing desks,

gs, including the need to figure out ways to use or

sofas, large tables to work in a group, closed rooms in

arrange space so that it remains lively and energetic

various sizes (for formal and informal meetings), open

instead of being deserted for most of the day (see: the

space, relax zone, etc.

Inclusivity scenario).

Work digitisation also leads to increased productivity

Although today we do not yet have solutions that co-

and speed of working. According to the report „Gig

uld make buildings become alive or grow, the num-

Economy: The Uberisation of Work”, only 13% of re-

ber of projects and statements that appeared in spe-

spondents believe that in 2025 they will be working

culative design works shows that it’s one of the most

in a classic way, that is from 9:00 till 17:00. Pilot pro-

popular and hottest themes and problems. Referen-

grams concerning changes in working time are alrea-

ces to nature and plants particularly often accompa-

dy in existence. Sweden is testing 6-hour working days

nied architects in their thinking. The Living Buildings

(maintaining salaries for full time jobs), and results of

scenario is being carried out today rather through

the pilot published in 2016 indicate that the program

a modular and multifunctional character of buildin-

brings good results. According to the data, the num-

gs that become flexible and changeable and adjust

ber of absence days has decreased, while work effi-

themselves to companies and employees with their

ciency and the health of employees have improved.

individual needs.

Meanwhile, in August 2016 Amazon announced that
they are beginning to test a 30-hour working day. This
leads to changes also in workplaces and in buildin-
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B uildings that answer this scenario today

The Warehouse, Airbnb
Dublin (Ireland)

The design of the headquarters of Airbnb in Dublin is

ople. The interior design of each room is inspired by

based on the concept of a neighbourhood. The spa-

existing Airbnb destinations around the world, so that

ce was designed to support collaboration, interaction

employees can travel in a way all day long. Design in-

and a feeling of community. The building became an

fluences include countries like Portugal, Greece, Ro-

opportunity for the team to develop the workplace

mania, Japan, Sweden, Morocco, and France.

philosophy belong anywhere. Individual desks were
replaced by large central tables, and nearby there is
customized furniture produced by local manufacturers. The central staircase creates the core of the office - not only by connecting floors, but also by serving
as a workplace or meeting space for up to 400 pe-

Proj. heneghan peng architects
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Source: newsroom.fb.com

Facebook, Menlo Park
San Francisco (usa)

Established in 2015, the headquarters of Facebook in

opened for engineers from the eastern campus. In

Menlo Park (near San Francisco) is the biggest open

the building there are also multiple canteens for em-

space office in the world – it can fit 2800 employ-

ployees (serving meals from all around the world) and

ees. “We wanted our space to look like construction

one huge hangar with separate rooms, such as toilets,

works were ongoing”. The enormous area is divided

canteens, and rooms for mothers with children.

into functional zones, so that temporary teams wor-

A parking lot for traditional and electric cars is hidden

king on common projects can be created as easily

underneath the offices, which reduces the heat ge-

and quickly as possible. The office was designed to

nerated by hectares of exposed asphalt. The MPK 20

be minimalist and to direct the attention of employ-

is also equipped with advanced power systems that,

ees to their tasks and new projects; the main mate-

combined with the green roof insulation, will help the

rials are glass, concrete, and metal. The entire design

company to achieve greater efficiency.

is maintained in grey and cool colours, and walls are

A lot of emphasis in the building is placed on ecology,

painted with multi-coloured sprays. There are 15 non

low maintenance costs and harmonious integration

-standard, colourful art installations from local artists

with surrounding buildings (see: Invisible Architec-

within the program Facebook Artist in Residence

ture scenario). Trees are planted around the building

(see: Invisible Architecture scenario).

and on its roof, and additionally on the roof there is

With the wellbeing of employees in mind, large and

a four-hectare park with paths and seating places.

empty space has been adorned with a large number

Apart from aesthetic qualities, the purpose of this is

of partitions, chill-out zones and comfortable sofas.

to ensure lower operating costs of air conditioning,

Small but numerous kitchens and cafés are to be

indispensable in the weather conditions in California.
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Keywords:
invisibility, biomimetics, metamaterials, adjustment,
masking, adaptive architecture

Drivers of change:
social (progressing urbanisation, wellbeing),
technological (metamaterials)

Time perspective:
medium- and long-term
(5–20 years, 20–50 years)
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Scenario
In the Invisible Architecture scenario, buildings become invisible to the city inhabitants: they blend
into the surroundings and do not disrupt the space
or even they sort of disappear from the cities using
the latest solutions and technologies. This scenario is
also a response to the reducing space in cities and
the architectural chaos, and it is also related to increasingly stronger focus on respecting the cultural
heritage and urban landscape. It assumes that the
metamaterials used for developing the facade are so
technologically advanced that the buildings become
virtually invisible to passers-by. There are no problems
with shade from buildings or the visible interference
with the city landscape. The walls which are glazed
and made of new metamaterials limit the differences
between what is inside and outside. Also the people
working in the buildings have the sense of “being
a part of the city”.
The architecture is unified with the urban landscape
and the city, and it becomes integrated with it without disrupting the surrounding space – it becomes its
harmonious part. The scenario is also consistent with
a larger invisibility trend that is generally associated
with the contemporary world – specifically the world
of new technologies where the biggest progress and
innovations is not visible to people (development of
artificial intelligence, 5G network, big data, etc.).

Paryż, La Défense
photo Aleksandra Trapp
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S P E C U L AT I V E D E S I G N P R OJ E C T

Archetypical non-block
Anna Jeziorska, Paulina Gudzińska,
Faculty of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology

Problem
Fatigue from a very intense and fast pace of life is cu-

field than career). Nature, family or city development

rrently observed. Instead of missing material culture,

are slogans that do not seem innovative. They do not

people more and more often long for spending time

sound modern as the needs for 2040 or even the de-

with friends and family, and also for staying natural

sires of 2017. It turns out that needs rooted in the awa-

space. Despite those strong needs, it is hard for them

reness (archetype) affect people in the strongest way.

to depart from performance at a higher level (which

Perhaps an office building of 2040 is not a building

paradoxically should continue to increase without ta-

of the future, but a universal, archetypical structure?

king away the possibility of being fulfilled in another
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Solution
Despite the fact that the term ‘archetype’ refers to
the prototype, in this case particularly the initial need
rooted in the human awareness, the buildings that
have existed for centuries do not necessarily present
this value. It turns out that due to the technological
progress, only an office building of 2040 can compromise all those needs. The Archetypical Non-Block will
ensure an environment that contributes to effective
work, closeness of family, nature and development
– and all these factors are to affect increased performance.
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mobility

Building structure
To create this type of a multi-tasking space, the project assumes architecture that is somehow invisible
and focused solely on the discussed aspects. The facility itself is to combine an office function and social
function, and it is to ensure space for concentration
and development. The form seems to be sunk into
the greenery or even partially hidden under the vegetation layer to underline the areas focused on the
above aspects. People working in the designed facili-

Mobile and arrangeable space and thanks
to vertically moving office cubicles.
An idea designed to ensure complete
independence and efficiency for each
employee.

ty should have the sense of staying in the nature, rather than inside a building.
The project assumes solutions that protect the ex-

individual green “furniture”

isting nature creations but also the newly-created
natural surrounding that will accompany workers. To
reduce the scope of work without decreasing work
results, the Non-Block also provides space where
non-people will perform works, i.e. human creations
in the form of avatars and holograms. These advanced
creations can work 24 hours a day so the building will
be awake even at night, with a variable function in
some areas, as opposed to the office function.
The decor of the “office cube” is fully personalized and employee-dependent, with access
to an application allowing to choose a landscape designed in the box and the shape of
“green” furniture generated by the adaptable
floor covering.
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day – meeting room

laboratory for a (non-) employee

A conference room, fully funcional during the
day and controlled by employee holograms, also
equipped with interactive technology.

Underground laboratory accessible only to
avatars controlled by the employees

night – Virtual Reality cinema

multi-layer kinetic façade

Night space of a VR cinema, transformed from
the conference room. In 2040, a user of this technology that allows to feel textures – becomes
a screenwriter, director, and actor.

Façade composed of an outer moving layer generating kinetic energy used to supply the building
and a soft inner layer of fabric - visible after “rolling” of the movable structure
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Signals of change
Buildings and office buildings in cities become more

tional facility with the area of 88 thousand m2, which

adjusted to the spaces that surround them while

will match the surrounding developments and will

becoming almost a non-noticeable part of the local

match the city character, as opposed to the office

landscape. Innovative construction uses materials,

building from the 1960s.

technologies and glazing, to blend the building facades into the urban fabric instead making buildings stand out. Office buildings become places
that are a perfect supplement and an
integral part of a given district or
part of a city.

An example of striving for invisible architecture is
also exhibited in the new Elbphilharmonie in
Hamburg from 2017, where a high-rise
building developed on the roof of
an old granary is composed of

Innovative
1,100 elements.
construction uses mascenario, new buildings are
During the day, the facade
developed on one hand,
adopts the colour of the
terials, technologies and
where more and more
sky, while in the evening,
glazing, to blend the building
advanced
materials
the sunrays of the setare used that enable to
ting sun are reflected. At
facades into the urban fabric
achieve the impression of
night, the building is illu(...)
Office
buildings
become
being invisible, while on
minated with the lights
the other hand, architecfrom
inside and blends in
places that are a perfect
ture more often becomes
with the city. Each of the
supplement and an inteadjusted to the city characinnovative glass panels is
gral part of a given
ter through revitalisation or
4-5 m wide and 3 m high. In
adaptation of existing buildinthe main foyer, the height of the
district.
In the Invisible Architecture

gs and using attractive spaces in

city centres. For instance, a huge multi
-functional facility in London will soon replace

in 600 °C which prevents the elevation from

the Elizabeth House office building developed in the

overheating when continuously exposed to sunlight.

1960s. It is located in South Bank, near the Waterloo

The total area of the glazing is 16 thousand m2, which

Station. According to the building permit issued, the

corresponds to the area of two football pitches.

old office building will be replaced with a multi-func-
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Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg
Source: wikimedia.com
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The designers of the Juvet Landscape hotel in Valldal,
in Northwest Norway took it a step further. In order
not to interfere with the surroundings and landscape,
each of the hotel rooms is a single house that blends
in with the landscape. Each of them has a slightly different design which was required by the topographic
location needs, while the specific tree arrangement
is located in particular places. These houses are intertwined with the landscape in such a way that they are
almost invisible. The architects wanted to create a hotel that would not interfere with the natural environment, and instead it would function in harmony with
the landscape, and would become its part. It offers
an impression that results from beautiful nature with
minimum human interference with the surroundings. All houses have one or two walls that are entirely glazed. Through precise spatial orientation, each
room offers a beautiful view onto a particular fragment of the landscape, that changes as the seasons
or time of the day change.

Juvet Landscape hotel in Valldal
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Source: www.juvet.com
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Juvet Landscape hotel in Valldal

Source: www.juvet.com
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The headquarters of bnl-bnP Paribas Group in Rome
Source: www.atelierfemia.com

The headquarters of BNL-BNP Paribas in Rome is
a 12-storey building designed by an Italian Architectural Studio, 5+1AA (currently: Atelier Femia), which was
developed to blend into the local landscape surrounding it.
Thanks to the intelligently developed glazing, it reflects the surroundings from all sides, similarly to
a mirror. The appearance of the buildings changes depending on the time of the day and weather, reflecting city images and lights without
disrupting the landscape. For the purpose of
the glazed structures, the building uses
five different products from anti-solar
glass line, of which four ensure silver
reflection, while the fifth one provides a more natural appearance.
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The invisible barn is a project located in California.
Thanks to using reflective polyester film on the entire
surface, with a high reflection coefficient (90%), in the
scope of 200-400 nm of wave length, the building is
practically invisible to the naked eye, but it is visible to
birds which prevents their crashing with the invisible
structure.
The structure reflects natural surroundings: various
tree or plant species, and the sky. The sight illusion
which blurs out the building boundaries, enables it to
hide and become invisible, while reconstructing the
surrounding landscape this way.

Invisible barn in California
Source: www.stpmj.com

Invisible barn in California, proj. STPMJ

Source: www.stpmj.com
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sygnały zmian

There are also almost invisible glass bridges in the
world, which are a big attraction for tourists that
gather crowds. The biggest glass bridge in the world
suspended at the height of 300 m at the Zhangjiajie
National Forest Park in Hunan, central China, was
temporarily closed only two weeks after opening. The
excessive amount of tourists was the reason for the
above.
A signal for the Invisible Architecture scenario is also
constituted by subjects related to invisibility that
more often appear on exhibits or in works of artists
and architects. During this years Milan Design Week,
one of the most popular exhibits, the Japanese studio
presented 16 of their projects that were combined by
a joint theme of invisibility and blurring of products
in space. The minimalist works were characterised by
a high amount of light and savings in the form.

Milano Design Award 2017. An exhibition fully
dedicated to the concept of invisibility.
Design: Tokujin Yoshioka S.F. Senses of the Future
Source: www.tokujin.com

Invisible glass bridge in China
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The increasingly popular concept of virtual offices meets the standards of this scenario, where the classic
building will no longer be necessary for daily work or
will only carry out prestigious functions. A virtual tour
in offices is offered to investors and tenants, providing
the experience of office space and enabling one to
see how functionally arranged interiors look or how
the used furniture, accessories and applied colours are
presented. Nevertheless, if you look at the dynamic
growth of VR technology, it is probably just a matter
of time when virtual reality becomes more available
and used for the purpose of sales, the tenants as well
as employers and employees. If VR applications also
offer the possibility of a physical experience of a space
with the sense of touch (which is something scientists are currently working on), perhaps the office life,
meetings or training courses will be transferred into
virtual space. In such a case, offices in the format they
function today, will become useless and all you will
need is VR goggles. Office buildings will change the-

„The Frame” TV Samsung
on London Design Festival
Source: infuture hatalska foresight institute

ir functions or will disappear from urban landscapes,
and will be transferred into the virtual reality.

Invisible equipment
Electronic equipment used in offices is less vi-

Also Samsung presented its TV that of today’s

sible in interiors. Manufacturers compete aga-

interior design standards. In a collaboration with

inst one another creating increasingly thinner,

Yves Béhar, the brand designed “The Frame” –

lighter and more attractive TVs etc. During CES

a disappearing TV, which displays art works or

2017, a new LG TV attracted attention of visitors,

content uploaded by the owners, when in stan-

which has a record-low thickness and is descri-

dby mode (here called the art mode). The TV

bed as a wallpaper TV. The OLED display we-

brings to mind a picture frame thanks to which

ighing less than 9 kg is installed to a wall using

it can match the interior design when it is not

magnets. Thanks to its slim design, it hardly pro-

being watched.

trudes from the wall. The screen itself can be
bent slightly but this is more a side effect, rather
than an intended feature.
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B uildings that answer this scenario today

Deskopolitan
Paris (France)

This office building is a result of modernisation of an
old plant. The key concept was to create interactive
and innovative interiors. To finish the project, structural elements were used such as metal frames, wall
panels, steel door knobs and characteristic railings.
The interior aesthetics is bright and transparent. The
industrial character of the previous building was underlined. Due to the above, you can see uncovered
bricks, ceramic tiles, concrete, grates in window frames, brass and copper nets.
The project is based on open spaces – it will also feature a cafe, hair salon, telephone booths and touch
panel stations. On the ground floor and in the mezzanine seats were designed that aim at integrating
the users.
The building was designed for small, beginning companies that are looking for a creative and flexible work
zone in the centre of Paris.

Source: www.moreysmith.com

Source: www.moreysmith.com
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Proj. MoreySmith

Source: www.moreysmith.com
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Source: baltykpoznan.pl/

Baltic

Poznań (Poland)

Baltic is an A class building – it is multifunctional and
features office space with modern design, innovative spatial solutions inside as well as viewing terraces
presenting the expansive city panorama. Windows
are installed in structural frames from the bottom
to the very top of the building. The surrounding architecture suggested the triangular shape – we can
observe it in attics of the local tenement houses, etc.
The design is accented by the concrete grate on the
facades under which a bright structure and large glazed areas are visible.
This shape results merely from the desire to match
the local context, while the building looks different
depending on the place of looking at it. This plastic,
multi-dimensional effect was obtained thanks to numerous efforts of creating a mix of aggregate, concrete and glass fibre. The thin concrete facade clearly
exposes the aggregate grain. The innovativeness of
the material use in the project consisted of creating
a component in the shape of the letter U while limiting its thickness to only 30 mm. The dark frames
enclose views and contrast with the bright glazed
elements. The wooden stairs in the main hallway are
a communication route but most of them feature higher steps that you can sit on and meet with a co
-worker.
Between the modern Baltic and old Art Nouveau
-style structure where the current Gondola Design
centre was seated, a local square was created which
the investors called “Przystan” (Wharf). Przystan is an
open public space with social functions, an atmospheric square that perfectly intertwines with the busy
city centre. The public square with trees, benches and
cafes available to anyone is a place that gathers various communities. This is where numerous projects
are executed: concerts, exhibits and performances.
Also an outdoor cinema will be designed there. Small
architecture is also available in this place: wooden
benches, trees that provide a shadow in summer or
large wooden stairs that lead to the Concordia Taste
Restaurant.
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Key factors of change

Social factors
mobile work style

engineering, mathematics), which can be performed

The times that are changing dynamically are the re-

Also dynamic development of low-cost airlines or the

ason why less people work all day sitting at a desk.
The work station becomes more mobile and it is located wherever the user is located at a given time – with
our smartphone, laptop and documents stored in
a cloud rather than in a drawer. The mobile work style
is affected by social and technological changes. The
key changes that are worth listing include: easy access to the Internet, the so-called networked society,
development of technologies and the more important role of STEM occupations (science, technology,
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remotely.
progressing urbanisation (thanks to which small towns in Asia offer the same conveniences as cities in Europe or America), are the reasons why such a mode
of living and working becomes possible. Hence, an
innovative office should ensure this mobility. Today,
people work outside of offices – on airplanes, in hotels, cafes or at home. Mobility also requires the work
places to be more flexible, so that they could be used
when a given employees is working remotely from
another place.

Key factors of change

digital nomads

wellbeing

Thanks to technological and digital progress, incre-

Wellbeing is strongly associated with the work-life

asing number of connections or development of oc-

balance. Wellbeing in the work environment is com-

cupations relating to the Internet, people today can

posed of various aspects, which ensure that one feels

work from any place in the world, while sightseeing,

good at work. It does not only cover friendly and at-

meeting new people and acquiring experience. One

tractive surroundings but also the fact of ensuring the

of the fastest-growing social trends is the modern

possibility of relaxing, areas for meetings (both with

day/digital nomadism. This term is used most frequ-

customers, business partners and co-workers), or even

ently in relation to people who work remotely, live in

a sense of security. All this creates an entirety that im-

several places and usually do not own a permanent

pacts involvement, motivation and effectiveness of

address.

workers.

It is estimated that by 2035, digital nomads will inc-

New technologies that are continuously introduced

lude as many as 1 billion people globally. Currently,

to offices, employee migration or the phenomenon of

digital nomads include representatives of various oc-

digital nomadism, increasing number of women on

cupations: programmers, computer designers, mar-

the labour market, multi-generational teams where

keting specialists, writers, bloggers, journalists or even

you can say that grandfathers work with their grand-

lawyers and psychologists that offer advice services

children – all this makes wellbeing at work evolve con-

via Skype.

stantly; the needs of workers and their idea about the
perfect place of work change.
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digital lifestyle

king at an office (e.g. a conference room for meetings,

More occupations involved the use of the Internet

requires changes at work that such people prefer.

and technologies. The developing networked society
creates more and more digital occupations and the
number of people who only require a laptop or smartphone with Internet access for work, is increasing.
They can perform work practically anywhere in the
world, as long as they have the Internet. Additionally,
they often do not need a permanent office (which is
connected with organisational changes).
The phenomenon of digital nomadism is also becoming more popular. It is estimated that by 2035, digital nomads will include as many as 1 billion people
globally. These people usually work remotely, travelling in the entire country (modern day nomads) or the
entire glove and do not really have a permanent place of residence (digital nomads). They choose to work
at cafes or rent desks at co-working spaces which additionally ensure all the conveniences related to wor152
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kitchen and coffee or even accounting services). This
The digital lifestyle is associated with flexible working
hours, frequent changes of the place of work or the
unwillingness to conclude long-term contracts with
landlords. An office is portrayed by them as a service, rather than a place. The development of the office
market is further driven by the expectations of digital
tenants who are more demanding and mobile. Now,
people look for more than just innovative office space,
perfect location or outstanding access to the Internet
or technology. The atmosphere at the place or the
community gathered in given spaces as well as a convenient location enabling to fulfil one’s needs (such
as a shop or access to services), and passions are also
important.

Key factors of change

generations Y and Z

from anywhere in the world are important to them

The common feature and also one that is unique

economy of freelancers (gig economy) is represented

for the generation of millennials (the today’s 30-year
olds) and Generation Z following it (the today’s teenagers), is their approach to work, among other things.
It is very different from the generation of their parents. The most attractive model of work for most of
them is work for their own account and to their own
benefits. In these generations, the dominant people
are individuals who wish to become freelancers or
independent entrepreneurs. They often do not want
to adjust to the applicable rules or move up the particular steps of a corporate career. Money no longer
motivates them to work in the same way as it did their parents.
A research conducted by infuture hatalska foresight
institute (2016) shows that the key characteristic of
work listed by them is flexibility (29% responses). Also
the possibility of personal growth or remote work

(26% and 23% responses, respectively). The increasing
by Generation Y in the strongest way. This generation
was raised at the time of Internet being available everywhere and its members often work using the Internet. They do not see the need for sitting at a desk for
8 hours a day in a non-attractive place. They want to
manage their time and space in an effective way. They
wish to work where they feel good and can adjust the
place of their work, their own standards, mood and
needs. Flexibility, the sense of freedom and independence are important to this generation.
Young people live a fast, intense life with rich experiences. Hence, not only people are subject to evolution but also urban design and architecture. The
changing style of living, working and leisure as well
as new needs create new standards. Young people
expect friendly and functional office spaces that will
respond to their needs and adjust to their frequently
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irregular working time in a flexible way. This requires

2016 show that the programme is generating positive

developers to adopt a new approach to designing,

results. According to the above results, the number

both in terms of buildings and office interiors. What’s

of absences reduced while the performance and he-

important is that in 2025, millennials (Generation Y)

alth of employees improved. In August 2016, Amazon

will constitute 75% of labour force in the world which

announced that it will start tests of a 30-hour work

means that the type of their work will certainly trans-

week. All this forces changes at the workplace and

late in to the type of spaces they need for work.

the buildings as well as the need for rethinking how
space should be used and arranged so that it is not

shortening the time of work
Digitalisation of work means that the productiveness
of work will be larger while its pace will be faster. Ac-
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empty for most of the day, and is alive all day.

entrepreneurship

cording to the report entitled “Gig Economy: The Ube-

Young people more often choose their career path as

risation of Work” only 13% of respondent believe that

independent entrepreneurs or freelancers. According

in 2025 they will work in traditional 9-5 jobs. Pilot pro-

to the Intuit report, by 2020, approximately 40% of all

grammes are already underway regarding changes

American workers will be independent remote wor-

in the length of the working time. Sweden is testing

kers and by 2035, this number will increase to 50%.

a 6-hour work day (with salaries as for a full day) and

Similar changes are also observed in Europe. Due to

the results of this pilot programme published in April

the above, the popularity of co-working spaces where
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you can rent a work station, is increasing (usually this

hours and the retirement age is increased (in some

is a desk or a room). This service is offered on a per-ho-

countries it will even be 72 years in a long perspec-

ur basis or on specific days,

tive). For the construction or development industry,

According to the European research of the “Deskmag”

this means that it needs to adjust to the needs of el-

magazine, there are already approximately 10 tho-

derly people while ensuring comfort of work on the

usand co-working spaces in the world. WeWork es-

one hand, while on the other hand, it also means that

tablished in 2010 currently operates in 156 locations

you have to remain open to the constantly changing

in 38 cities. According to the data from the SAP and

needs of young people. Undoubtedly, the energy and

Oxford Economics report, as many as 83% of mana-

involvement as well as the needs are different when

gers state that their companies are ready to expand

we think of a 20 year old and a 70 year old working

their cooperation with freelancers in the upcoming

together – even when we assume that the latter is ful-

future. The benefits resulting from employing such

ly capable and has plenty of energy. Today, the huge

people include the possibility of collaboration on pro-

challenge is to combine the expectations and rela-

jects with specialists from all over the world.

tions of various age groups with regard to the place of
work (for instance: it is clearly visible that millennials

multigeneration

and the so-called baby boomers have different views
when it comes to work).

Nowadays, representatives of as many as four generations work at one company. People work longer
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Technological factors
IoT

There is no industry today where IoT is not used – star-

Internet of Things (IoT) understood as a network of

munication, through production, trade, household

physical items (things), which thanks to the built-in
sensors and access to the Internet, can communicate
between one another and with people – this trend
has been on-going for a decade. In 2016, the number of devices connected to the network amounted
to nearly 2 billion. By 2025, this number will increase
four times. McKinsey estimates the average annual
pace of growth of the IoT market until 2020 at the level of 32.6%, and by 2025, over 50% of Internet traffic
may originate from IoT sensors.
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ting with medicine (connected health), and telecomappliances (connected home), automotive (connected cars), or the construction and development industry. Thanks to IoT it is possible to collect high volumes
of data which enables a big level of personalisation
and as a result, improvement of the user experience
and service functioning. Developers introduce various solutions that are compatible with private devices
of employees while the conveniences of the broad
range of smart office solutions ensuring optimum
working conditions are continuously developed and
improved.

Key factors of change

big data

and applying in the conclusions from analyses in

Big data can be used whenever large volumes of digi-

profile is created which later serves specific purposes.

practice. As a result, when using big data, a consumer

tal data need to be continuously analysed while new
information or knowledge is processed. The McKinsey
Global Institute Report characterised the key components and the ecosystem of big data as techniques

energy efficiency

of data analyses such as: machine learning and pro-

The matter of energy efficiency of buildings plays an

cessing natural language, business intelligence, data

important role. Technologies are still searched for on

processing in a cloud or digital databases.

the market that will enable to generate energy sa-

The possibility of data visualisation and its direct

vings while increasing the comfort for building users.

translation into anticipating customer needs is a very

Buildings are responsible for over 40% of energy con-

important element of big data analytics. For example,

sumption in Europe, while nearly 75% of them are

companies that are able to use big data analysis tech-

characterised by low energy efficiency. Due to the

nics can obtain a more precise image of a customer

above, bigger attention is paid to obtaining green

and increase their loyalty by responding to their ne-

certificates for the existing ones and new buildings.

eds in advance. The key aspect of big data is not col-

Advanced Building Management Systems (BMS) are

lecting but processing information, its skilful reading

used in office buildings, which are supplemented
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with functions enabling energy consumption management, i.e. Building Energy Management Systems
(BEMS). Their basic feature is to ensure proper parameters on the environment inside the buildings (user
comfort) with reasonable energy consumption.
We are also witnessing a transformation of the global
power market which results form renewable energy
sources. In 2015, for the first time in history, the power
of new renewable energy sources was higher than sources producing energy from fossil fuels, according to
the International Energy Agency. Sun, wind and water will become an even more important element in
global energy. Last year, 500 thousand solar panels
were installed daily while in China, two wind turbines
were assembled every hour. Further development of
renewable energy sources is to be supported due to
the reducing costs of such technologies.

AI
Artificial Intelligence (AI) which is based on such systems and technologies as: image and speech recognition, neural network, NLP (natural language processing), deep learning and many more, is used today
in practically all industries. AI is a part of people’s
personal lives (intelligent voice devices such as Alexa
or Google Home, bots in messengers), as well as into
their professional lives. It takes over duties as well as
repeating and reproduction works and also competences of physicians or lawyers. Furthermore, it is also
a part of creative occupations: it composes music,
writes poems and film scripts.
Dedicated AI teams are created in scientific centres
and technological companies, with Facebook, Google, Microsoft and Apple as the leaders. It is estimated that the value of the AI market by 2025 will
amount to nearly $ 4 trillion. A study published by
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Oxford scientists shows that over half of the existing

ticular rooms and the colour of a building’s illumina-

professions will most likely disappear in the next 20

tion are nothing new anymore. Thanks to information

years due to technological changes, specifically be-

obtained from various system elements, a building

cause of the progressing automation. Occupations

may respond to changes of the indoor and outdoor

involving transport, logistics, office work, insurance

environment, which leads to maximisation of featu-

market, finance, call centre and sales are specifically

res, comfort and safety, minimisation of usage costs

at risk. Disappearance or significant reduction of this

as well as limitation of emission of harmful pollution.

type of occupations will certainly affect the office spa-

New technologies increase safety and comfort with

ce market.

the possibility of 24/7 inspection and remote control.
They also reduce costs and save time required to install additional sensors or alarms. Intelligent buildings

intelligent buildings

feature simplifications that enable management of
the entire facility but also help each of the employees

Today, innovative and intelligent technologies are
more and more present. They set the rhythm of our
daily lives. The latest discoveries in technology are also
used in construction. Using more advanced materials,
installing highly electronic systems that control access of light, temperature, air humidity, scents in par-
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Business factors
responsible business

More often companies become involved into acti-

In 2016, Deloitte asked representatives of the Y Gene-

se can be spontaneous, single activities targeted at

ration from 29 countries, about the most important
values of today’s business to achieve long-term success. Such definitions of a business as: responsible,
based on trust, loyalty, fairness, ethics and providing
customer satisfaction, were ranked on the highest
places. People want to see companies not being indifferent. They do not want to see corporations profiting only their own business but also helping others,
being involved into community work, ecology and caring for their employees.
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vities that uncover the human face of business. Theindividuals or social campaigns for bigger groups
of recipients. The main objective of the above is to
show that a given company cares for more than just
sales and profits – that also people, their needs and
emotions are important. Hence, the frequent association with the #beinggood trend and showing it in
various aspects of life. It is also a responsibility for the
type and origin of the used materials and for instance
transparency in the activities undertaken.

Key factors of change

human economy

people (a huge change will need to take place in

In January 2017, Oxfam announced that the top eight

companies in Asia that produce at low costs).

this scope for instance in the biggest manufacturing

richest men has the same wealth as the poorer half of
humanity. The organisation is supporting a change of
the current system into human economy focused on
minimising the large disproportions in salaries and
quality of life. Consumers have similar expectations.
Besides practical and emotional benefits resulting
from buying products and services, they want companies to be fair, eco-friendly to care for their employees and to make a positive social impact. It is even
said that in the future, companies achieving success
will not only be green (e.g. focused on sustainable development and eco-friendliness), but also blue which
means that they will give more (e.g. to the local community or excluded groups), rather than take from

womenomics
Already in 2006, “The Economist” announced that the
future of global economy is in the hands of women.
Today, the term “womenomics” is used to describe
the above phenomenon. The World Bank estimates
that in Great Britain, the salaries of women will exceed the salaries of men in the next four or five years. By
2025, women will be owners of 60% of the British assets. Research shows that also businesses established
by women are more often successful but unfortunately there is less will to provide funding to them. The
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increasing role of women in business and public life

mission economy is not just a strategy for preventing

is not just a fact but something that is very necessary

catastrophic climate changes (according to the “BP

in knowledge-based economy.

Statistical Review of World Energy” in 2015, renewable
energy has satisfied 9.6% of the energy demand of

low-emission economy
In the US, new jobs in the renewable energy sources

people). It is also a challenge that is to contribute to
activate innovation and creation of new jobs so that
unemployment resulting from lower coal extraction
or closing entire mines will not be as visible.

industry are created 20 times faster today than in
other sectors of the economy. In China, 3.4 million people work in jobs in this sector while in Germany, this
number is 370 thousand (currently the biggest num-
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connected cars / self driving cars

ber in Europe). Research conducted by OECD con-

There are semi-autonomous cars available on the

firms that activities aiming at minimising the chan-

market already that feature the possibility of self-par-

ges of climate and decarbonisation may create even

king, breaking in the case of a collision hazard, au-

more jobs in the future. A transition towards low-e-

tomated driving on motorways, etc. In the long-term
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perspective, autonomous cars will be another version of connected cars, meaning cars that are driven
without participation of a driver. This type of cars is
already tested on roads by Google, Tesla, Ford, Honda, Hyundai, etc.). The latest forecasts regarding commercial introduction of fully autonomous cars are for
2019-2020. It is estimated that in 2035, there will be
already 21 million such cars on roads while the dynamics of growth of this market will amount to 43%

metamaterials
This term is used to specifically describe materials
with properties that are not available in naturally generated materials. For instance, they are characterised by a negative refractive index which can be used
in many things such as computers, microscopes, observation of DNA or even invisible equipment.

annually in 2025-2035, on average.
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Environmental factors
green infrastructure

A green building meets a number of specific criteria.

Today, the so-called green buildings are erected all

teria. It includes sound and thermal comfort, access

over the world. They have already evidenced their value because thanks to sustainable construction, Eu-

to daylight, outstanding ventilation and low level of
air pollution, etc. Also the awareness of the sense of

rope and the rest of the world are able to limit CO2

using greenery and its significant impact on work ef-

ces, contribute to improving air quality and economic

needs of users of a given space.

emission and consumption of non-renewable soursituation as well as the health and wellbeing of people. According to the report entitled: “World Green
Building Trends 2016”, the global market of green
construction is doubled every three years.
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High quality of indoor environment is one of such cri-
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fectiveness is increased as well as the wellbeing and
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pollution

fects the labour market will contribute to a change in

In the “Global Risks 2016” report (presented during

Taking into account such aspects as the large num-

the World Economic Forum), for the first time in history of this publication, environmental and climate risks
were ranked at the top, as the ones that will have the
biggest impact on humanity in the upcoming future.
Pollution affects the entire economy and infrastructure. It also has a direct influence on the life (more
people move to cities) and work of people. Places and
buildings where the benefits for people are maximised while their impact on the environment and the

the functioning of employees at workplaces.
ber of business trips and the principles that the faster
someone wants to travel the more energy they consume (airplane vs. bicycle), it may be expected that
such technologies as augmented/virtual reality will
be used more often, where employees from various branches can meet without physically moving to
another place. Already today, there are programmes
at many companies that encourage employees to go
to work by bicycle or using the service of car sharing.

planet are minimised are becoming the standards.
A transition towards low-emission economy and increasing the awareness of how climate change af-
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depleting resources

times bigger than the natural growth index. Accor-

The key natural resources are not only limited but

the quantity of water per person may be reduced by

they are slowly depleting. The mineral, metal, ore and
sedimentary rock resources with fundamental importance for the economy are running out. Approximately one third of all farmlands is already devastated
and this number is still increasing, according to FAO.
According to the Stockholm Environment Institute,
currently one third of the human kind lives in areas
with moderate or high level of water shortage – the
demand for water is increasing at a pace that is two
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ding to meteorologists, within a period of 25 years,
half. Today, humanity is using natural resources as
a “loan”, e.g. at a level that exceeds their natural restoration. It is estimated, that 12-15 million hectares
of forestland disappear each year. This means that
a forest area equal to the size of 36 football pitches disappears every minute! For the construction industry
this means interest in new solutions or materials that
could be the answer to shortages and insufficiencies
in the future.
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extreme weather conditions

scientists warn that this is not the end of weather-re-

More often we have to deal with extreme weather

and melting glaciers in the Arctic, tornadoes, hurrica-

conditions – extremely high or low temperatures,

lated anomalies. Floods on deserts, draughts in Africa
nes – all this can be even more severe in the future.

hurricanes, storms and rain. According to NASA, January 2016 was the warmest January in the history
of measurements. In 2015, the most severe floods
were experienced in Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and
Uruguay in the last 50 years. Over 150 thousand people had to leave their homes. In many regions of the
world, record-high temperatures were noted. NASA
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Political factors
transparency

in which they work. The Transparency International

Transparency is not a new phenomenon but it has

ilable to anyone, gathers information about decisions

never been so important before. Disclosed property statements of public people, announcements of
decisions on websites, informing about changes on
an on-going basis – these practices are known. The
number of Watchdog-type organisations as well as
whistleblowers (with Snowden at the lead) is increasing. They alert and notify about any irregularities
in functioning or any illegal practices of companies
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NGO, thanks to the EU Integrity Watch platform avamade by state leaders or commissions, hence contributing to increased transparency of processes taking
place in the EU.
Transparency is a response to expectations of the society and it directly translates into functioning of an
economy. People trust transparent companies more
(in various aspects: salaries, supply chain, communication, targets, production, etc.) and are more willing
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to buy their products, services or solutions knowing

such information are existing or former employees

what they pay for and what can be expected. Most

who can review their employers anonymously.

likely in the upcoming future, we will deal with a phe-

Transparency (including clear principles and goals)

nomenon referred to as ‘hyper-transparency’ – com-

also affects employee involvement, and as a result

panies will have to function being aware that every-

their increased sense of responsibility for a project

thing they do may be announced to the public.

or company. All activities related to the eco or orga-

Applying the rules of transparency is also visible on

nic trends are included in this scope. Consumers are

the labour market. Not only consumers but also

more aware and more often want to know where the

employees appreciate specifically those companies

products originate from and how they are produced.

and institutions that are transparent. Glassdoor, an

They want to be sure that what surrounds them is

American online service helps in seeing how compa-

manufactured on the basis of natural components,

nies operate internally – anyone can see the staffing

without negative impact on the environment.

requirements, method of management, daily life or
work conditions and its conveniences or even the
salary range on given jobs. The people who provide
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environmental policy

the management and employees. All environmental

Due to the specifics of the construction industry, it

wing types: ISO 14001, EMAS, Green Office, Eco Office,

may have a negative impact on the natural environment while environmental policies enforced by companies may positively influence such changes or minimise them. Companies that are aware of the scale

management systems or eco-standards of the folloGreen Key, that are enforced into a company environmental policy, should be known to all people involved
in the work of the organisation, and should be accepted and respected by them.

and type of impact on the environment of their organisation and products/services, should have a clear and transparent environmental policy enforced as
well as a fair need for changes and limiting environmental impact.
Today, companies creating their own environmental policies want such policies to meet the needs of
the environmental management system or eco-standards so that the provisions of such policies are supported by the actually performed activities as well as
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terrorism
Chemical, biological and nuclear terrorism are currently the top three largest and most dangerous types of terrorism.
The terrorism risk in Europe is currently the highest in
10 years. We are dealing with an increased number of
bomb threats, cancelling football matches, mass acti-
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vities of counter terrorism forces in large cities (e.g. Pa-

The trend of social idea and inclusion of office buil-

ris or London), cases of more people in the EU being

dings into the urban fabric is visible on a larger scale.

associated with the so-called Islamic State. Terrorist

In business centres one can observe more common

activities may regard the entire population but they

areas that are also available to the local residents.

usually target its smaller part so that the remaining

Restaurants that operate long after working hours

citizens are forced to act in a certain way.

as well as shops, medical centres, preschools, fitness
services, laundry or hair salons start to appear there.

public space

Concerts are organised in such places while gardens
and playgrounds are available to everyone. Office buildings start to function after standard working hours

A building location is becoming increasingly impor-

and they are becoming a place that is eagerly visited

tant for the market. It is not just a place for work but it

by the local community. They are an attractive public

should incorporate into the city character and provi-

space available to everyone.

de complementary services. Such a location enables
the employee to save time for commuting to work
and to relax after work.
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